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Rationalizability is a central concept in game theory. Since there may be many
rationalizable strategies, applications commonly use refinements to obtain sharp
predictions. In an important paper, Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) show that no refinement is robust to perturbations of high-order beliefs. We show that robust refinements do exist if we relax the assumption that all players are unlimited in their
reasoning ability. In particular, for a class of models, every strict Bayesian–Nash
equilibrium is robust. In these environments, a researcher interested in making
sharp predictions can use refinements to select among the strict equilibria of the
game, and these predictions will be robust.
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1. Introduction
Rationalizability is a fundamental concept in game theory. As it often yields a large set of
predictions, it is common for applications to use refinements. Since modeling a strategic
situation inherently involves making strong simplifying assumptions that are satisfied
only approximately in reality, it is important that any refinement be robust to slight perturbations of the modeling assumptions. In an important paper, Weinstein and Yildiz
(2007) show a surprising negative result: if a researcher cannot observe players’ actual
higher-order beliefs about payoffs (without any error) and there are no restrictions on
payoffs, then refinements cannot eliminate any rationalizable strategy. This suggests
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that if we have only partial knowledge of players’ payoff uncertainty, “accounting for
incomplete information. . . casts doubt on all refinements” (Weinstein and Yildiz 2007,
p. 367).
This paper challenges this negative conclusion. We show that refinements can be
robust if uncertainty about players’ reasoning ability is taken into account. Allowing
for uncertainty about players’ reasoning ability is natural. Experiments suggest that the
standard assumption in game theory that players have an infinite depth of reasoning—
i.e., that they form beliefs about payoffs, about others’ beliefs about payoffs, about the
others’ beliefs about their opponents’ beliefs, and so on, ad infinitum—is an idealization
at best (Crawford et al. 2013). In many cases, players have a finite depth of reasoning,
think that others have a finite depth, or think that others think that their opponent has
a finite depth, and so on. Assuming that all types have an infinite depth of reasoning,
as standard models do, thus constitutes a strong restriction on beliefs. Accordingly, to
test the robustness of predictions, a researcher should consider not only perturbations
of beliefs about payoffs, but also about reasoning ability.
Standard models in fact assume not only that players have an infinite depth of reasoning, but also that this is common belief: all players have an infinite depth, believe
that others have an infinite depth, etc.1 Under this assumption (and a richness assumption on the set of possible payoffs), Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) show that if a type has
multiple rationalizable actions, then each of these actions can be made uniquely rationalizable by perturbing the type’s belief appropriately. This unique prediction is then
robust to further belief perturbations. An important implication is that there are no robust refinements of rationalizability in their setting: if we cannot measure the player’s
type with infinite precision, then for any of the rationalizable actions, we cannot rule
out that this action is uniquely rationalizable for the player. Therefore, if a refinement of
rationalizability is robust to alternative specifications of beliefs, then it must select each
of the rationalizable actions for the type, and the resulting predictions of the refinement
are no stronger than those of rationalizability.
This means that, under the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite
depth, there is no scope for refinements when a researcher is concerned with the robustness of his predictions. First, if a type has multiple rationalizable actions, then he
cannot robustly select a subset of rationalizable actions. Second, if a type has a unique
rationalizable action, then his prediction is robust, but his prediction is determined entirely by mutual beliefs about payoffs. This leaves no room for the researcher to use
axiomatic principles (such as payoff dominance) or other criteria (such as those derived
from learning or evolutionary models) to further refine his predictions.
This paper challenges both these conclusions. We show that if we depart slightly
from standard assumptions and consider environments where players have an infinite
depth of reasoning and almost-common belief in an infinite depth, then multiplicity
can be robust: there are types with multiple rationalizable actions such that all nearby
types have the same rationalizable actions (i.e., the rationalizability correspondence is
locally constant at these types). This implies that, unlike in the standard case, mutual
1 See Proposition 2 for a formal statement.
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beliefs about payoffs do not necessarily tie down the predictions of a researcher who is
concerned with the robustness of his predictions: on the set of types with robust multiplicity, the researcher can select one of the rationalizable actions, and the resulting
prediction is robust. This motivates us to study the robustness of one of the most common refinements of rationalizability, (Bayesian–Nash) equilibrium. We show that for a
class of environments, every strict equilibrium is robust.
Our results have implications for the conditions under which a researcher can make
sharp predictions. As in the standard case with common belief in an infinite depth, a
researcher who is concerned with the robustness of his predictions is limited in his ability to make predictions. However, the challenges in both cases are very different. In the
standard case, the only predictions of a refinement that retain their validity when the
researcher has only partial information about the players’ beliefs are those predictions
that are true for all rationalizable strategies. This implies that the researcher cannot
obtain sharper predictions than those provided by rationalizability unless he is willing
to give up robustness. By contrast, if we allow for uncertainty about players’ reasoning ability, there need not be a trade-off: robust refinements of rationalizability exist.
However, the robustness requirement alone does not select a particular equilibrium beyond the requirement that incentives are strict: in the models that we identify, every
strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium is robust. To select a particular (strict) equilibrium,
the researcher will have to appeal to refinements. In this case, refinements are not just
consistent with robustness; they are in fact necessary to make sharp predictions.
This paper is the first to study the robustness of predictions under a larger class of
belief perturbations than commonly considered.2 Unlike the existing robustness literature, which considers only perturbations of beliefs about payoffs, we allow for perturbations of beliefs about both payoffs and reasoning ability. We show that allowing for
uncertainty about players’ reasoning ability has a significant impact on the continuity properties of the rationalizability correspondence and the robustness of predictions,
even if the deviation from standard assumptions is small. This is particularly striking
given that the characterization results of Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) have otherwise
proven to be extremely robust: they extend to dynamic games (Chen 2012, Weinstein
and Yildiz 2013), to games that do not satisfy the richness assumption on payoffs (Penta
2013, Chen et al. 2014a), and to general information structures (Penta 2012).3 Our results thus suggest that accounting for uncertainty about reasoning ability can lead to
novel insights.
The idea that a “grain” of bounded rationality may affect the behavior of rational
players has a long history in game theory. Within this literature, our work is most closely
related to Kreps et al. (1982), Kreps and Wilson (1982), and Milgrom and Roberts (1982),
2 In a recent paper, Strzalecki (2014) considers the effect of perturbations of beliefs about reasoning abil-

ity in the context of the electronic-mail game of Rubinstein (1989). However, Strzalecki does not study the
robustness of predictions; see Section 6.
3 A number of authors have shown that the results of Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) do not necessarily extend to other settings. For example, the results do not extend when the topology is changed (Dekel et al.
2006, Chen et al. 2010, 2017) or if an alternative robustness concept is applied (Chen et al. 2014b). Unlike
us, these papers do not consider arbitrarily small deviations from standard assumptions.
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who consider the effect of a small amount of doubt about the opponent’s rationality. Unlike the irrational types in the existing literature, our nonstrategic types are not committed to taking a certain action. As we discuss in Section 6, this requires novel techniques
and leads to new insights.
The next section provides an informal overview of our results and puts them in a
broader context. The formal treatment starts in Section 3.
2. Preview of main results
2.1 Framework
Standard type spaces model players with an infinite depth of reasoning. As suggested
by Harsanyi (1967) and shown formally by Mertens and Zamir (1985), each standard
type unfolds into a belief hierarchy with an infinite depth that specifies a player’s firstorder belief μ1 (i.e., a probability distribution on the payoff parameters), his secondorder belief μ2 (i.e., his belief about the other player’s first-order belief ), and so on, ad
infinitum.
Relaxing this strong assumption requires making the assumptions on players’ depth
of reasoning explicit within a space of belief hierarchies with an arbitrary (finite or infinite) depth of reasoning. A belief hierarchy has finite depth k if it specifies a player’s
first-order belief μ1 , his second-order belief μ2 , and so on, up to his kth-order belief
μk but no further. The space of all belief hierarchies (with finite or infinite depth) defines the universal type space for players with an arbitrary depth of reasoning, denoted
T ∗ . As in the universal type space T MZ of Mertens and Zamir (1985) for standard type
spaces, every belief hierarchy in T ∗ defines a type.4 With this model in hand, we have
the following intuitive characterization.
Proposition 2 (Characterization of standard types). The types from standard type spaces
are precisely those types in the universal type space T ∗ that have an infinite depth of reasoning and that have common belief in the event that players have an infinite depth of
reasoning.

This result says that standard types satisfy strong common-knowledge restrictions
on their beliefs about players’ reasoning ability: not only are players assumed to have an
infinite depth of reasoning, they also believe that other players have an infinite depth of
reasoning, believe that others believe that, and so on.
Now that these assumptions are made explicit, we can weaken them by considering
types in the universal type space that satisfy slighter weaker assumptions. This requires
a notion of closeness of beliefs, formally captured by the topology on the type space.
The topology reflects what the researcher can learn about the players’ types if his observation of their beliefs is imperfect: if a player’s actual type is in an open set O and
his observation is sufficiently precise, the researcher would conclude that the player’s
type is in fact in O, even if he may never learn the player’s true type. We have in mind
a researcher who, if he observes a player’s beliefs μ1      μm up to some finite-order m,
4 The converse also holds: every type (with a finite or infinite depth) corresponds to a type in T ∗ ; see
Appendix B.
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then he finds possible any type whose beliefs ν 1      ν m are close to the observed beliefs.
On the other hand, he rules out types whose beliefs are very different from the observed
beliefs. In particular, he rules out types with a depth of reasoning strictly less than m.5
Since applied researchers sometimes restrict attention to a subset of types, we also
want our notion of closeness to be independent of the choice of model. For example,
if a researcher considers two types to be close when his model contains only types with
depth at most k, then he should also consider them close if his model also includes types
of higher depth. In particular, if the researcher considers two types to be close when his
model is given by the universal type space T MZ for standard type spaces, then he will
also deem them close if his model is the more general model T ∗ and vice versa.
Together, these two considerations pin down the topology: we use the product topology on the set H k of types with a given depth k of reasoning, and then “glue” the spaces
H k , k ≤ ∞, together using the sum topology.6
In this topology, types are close to standard types if they have an infinite depth of
reasoning and have mth-order mutual belief in the event that players have an infinite
depth of reasoning for some large but finite m. That is, types are close to a standard type
if they believe (i.e., assign probability 1 to the event) that players have an infinite depth,
they believe that players believe that players have an infinite depth, and so on up to the
statement that includes the word “believe” m times, but no further. In that case, we say
that there is almost-common belief in an infinite depth.
We start by considering interim correlated rationalizability (Dekel et al. 2007). An action is (interim correlated) rationalizable for a type if it survives the iterated elimination
of strictly dominated strategies. We assume that a depth-1 type acts as if his opponent is
nonstrategic and can play any action. This is in the spirit of the level-k literature, which
assumes that a level-1 type plays a best response against a nonstrategic level-0 type that
chooses his action uniformly at random (Crawford et al. 2013).
A researcher who cannot measure players’ belief hierarchies with infinite precision
may want his prediction to be robust against small perturbations. To capture this, say
that a subset Ai of actions for player i is robustly rationalizable for a type hi if, when
the player’s actual type is hi , then the researcher would conclude that i’s rationalizable
actions are precisely the actions in Ai whenever he can measure i’s belief with sufficient
(but finite) precision. As the topology reflects what a researcher can learn about the
players’ types, this is the case precisely if there is a neighborhood of hi (i.e., an open
subset O(hi ) that contains hi ) such that the set of rationalizable actions is Ai across all
types in the neighborhood.
2.2 Robust multiplicity
Since every game-theoretic model is an idealization of the true strategic environment,
an important question is whether predictions are robust to relaxing strong assumptions embodied in the model. The case of complete-information games has received
5 In particular, a type with finite depth m is not close to a type with depth m − 1, even if the types have
the same beliefs up to order m − 1.
6 The sum topology preserves the open sets in the component spaces without adding extraneous open
sets: it is the weakest (i.e., smallest) topology that contains the open sets in H k , k ≤ ∞.
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particular attention in the literature. Complete-information models are an idealization of situations where payoffs are observed only with some noise. The predictions of
complete-information models may not be robust to the introduction of a small amount
of incomplete information, as the following familiar example illustrates.
Example 1. Consider the following payoff matrix, taken from Carlsson and van Damme
(1993):
I
NI
I

θ θ

θ − 1 0

NI

0 θ − 1

0 0

The state θ is drawn uniformly at random from [−1 2]. Players can choose to invest
(i.e., play I) or to not invest (i.e., play NI ). Each player i receives a (potentially noisy)
signal xi about the state: if the state is θ, then each player receives a signal xi drawn
uniformly at random from [θ − ε θ + ε], independently across players, where ε ≥ 0 is
small (say, ε < 12 ). Hence, players’ observations of θ become increasingly precise as ε
approaches 0. If there is complete information about payoffs (i.e., ε = 0), then both
actions are rationalizable for any signal xi ∈ (0 1).
This multiplicity may not be robust, however. Assuming that players have an infinite
depth of reasoning and this is common belief, Carlsson and van Damme (1993) show
that the risk-dominant equilibrium is the unique prediction if the noise is small (i.e., ε
positive but close to 0). So, in the standard model, the prediction that both actions are
rationalizable is not robust to relaxing the assumption that ε = 0.
♦
There is thus a striking discontinuity between the case where the payoffs are common belief (i.e., ε = 0) and where they are almost-common belief (i.e., ε > 0), at least
if players have an infinite depth of reasoning and this is common belief. This type of
sensitivity is general.
Proposition 3 (No robust multiplicity with common belief in an infinite depth (Weinstein and Yildiz 2007, Proposition 2)). If the set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently
rich, then robust multiplicity is not consistent with common belief in an infinite depth of
reasoning. That is, there there are no types with multiple rationalizable actions such that
nearby types have the same rationalizable actions.

The result says the following: Suppose a player’s actual type has an infinite depth
and has common belief in an infinite depth, and the researcher observes the beliefs of
the type up to some finite (but potentially very high) order. If he finds that multiple
rationalizable actions are consistent with his observation, then he cannot rule out that
one of these actions will turn out to be the unique rationalizable action if he were to
observe more orders of beliefs. In other words, under the assumption that types have
an infinite depth and common belief in an infinite depth, a researcher cannot conclude
that a type has multiple rationalizable actions unless he can observe the full hierarchy
of beliefs. For instance, in Example 1, if the researcher does not want to impose strong
common-knowledge restrictions (i.e., ε = 0), then under the assumption that types have
an infinite depth and common belief in an infinite depth, he cannot conclude that a type
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with signal xi = 14 (say) has multiple rationalizable actions if he can observe only finitely
many orders of beliefs, even if he is confident that ε is close to 0.
Weinstein and Yildiz’s result holds very generally. Thus, there seems to be no hope to
have robust multiplicity in a standard type space unless one is willing to make commonknowledge assumptions on the payoff functions. However, by working with standard
type spaces, Weinstein and Yildiz do make the strong assumption that players have an
infinite depth of reasoning and have common belief in an infinite depth. Our first main
result shows that multiplicity can be robust when this strong assumption is relaxed.
Proposition 4 (Robust multiplicity with almost-common belief in an infinite depth). If
the set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently rich, then robust multiplicity is consistent
with an infinite depth of reasoning and almost-common belief in an infinite depth. That
is, given a set A of actions with |A | > 1, there exist types hm , m = 1 2    , with an infinite
depth of reasoning and mth-order mutual belief in an infinite depth for whom A is robustly
rationalizable.

Thus, while the existing literature shows that perturbing players’ beliefs about payoffs can give unique predictions (e.g., Rubinstein 1989, Carlsson and van Damme 1993,
Weinstein and Yildiz 2007), Proposition 4 shows that by perturbing beliefs about reasoning ability, we can obtain robust multiplicity. We explain the intuition behind Proposition 4 using a variant of Example 1.
Example 2. Players believe that the state θ is either θ = 2 or θ = −1. That is, the possible
payoff matrices are
I

NI

I

2 2

1 0

NI

0 1

0 0

θ=2

I

NI

I

−1 −1

−2 0

NI

0 −2

0 0

θ = −1

In this case, investing is a strict best response for any player who assigns probability
p > 23 to θ = 2, and not investing is a strict best response for a player if he assigns probability p < 13 to θ = 2. If p ∈ ( 13  23 ), then either action is a strict best response for a player
depending on his conjecture about the opponent’s behavior: under the conjecture that
the opponent invests, investing is the unique best response; and under the conjecture
that the opponent does not invest, not investing is the unique best response. The probability distributions that assign probability p ∈ ( 13  23 ) to θ = 2 define what we call a multiplicity set.
To show that multiplicity can be robust for a type with almost-common belief in
an infinite depth, we start with a “grain” of robust multiplicity and use a contagion argument to show that multiplicity is robust for types with almost-common belief in an
infinite depth.
The grain consists of finite-depth types. We start with the depth-1 types. Depth-1
types form beliefs only about the payoff parameter θ and act as if their opponent can
play any action. Both actions are rationalizable for a depth-1 type h1 with a belief in the
multiplicity set (i.e., that assign probability p ∈ ( 13  23 ) to θ = 2), and the same is true for
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depth-1 types with beliefs sufficiently close to h1 . So both actions are robustly rationalizable for type h1 . Then, by a similar argument, both actions are robustly rationalizable
for a depth-2 type h2 with a belief in the multiplicity set that believes that the opponent’s
type is h1 or some nearby type for whom both actions are rationalizable. We can iterate
this argument to show that for any k = 1 2    , there is a depth-k type hk for whom both
actions are robustly rationalizable.
This allows us to show that multiplicity can be robust under almost-common belief
in an infinite depth. Consider a type with an infinite depth with a belief in the multiplicity set that believes that the opponent has a finite-depth type for whom both actions
are robustly rationalizable. By a similar argument as before, both actions are robustly
rationalizable for the type. Again, by iterating the argument, we can show that for any
m = 1 2    , there are infinite-depth types with mth-order mutual belief in the event
that players have an infinite depth for whom both actions are robustly rationalizable.
Hence, multiplicity can be robust under almost-common belief in an infinite depth. ♦
This example illustrates the key difference between the standard framework and the
more general framework considered here: when players can have an arbitrary depth
of reasoning, there is a grain of robust multiplicity formed by types with a finite depth
of reasoning. The intuition is straightforward. Suppose that a player’s actual type has
finite depth k. If the researcher finds that multiple actions can be (strictly) rationalizable
given his observation, then he can rule out that the type has a unique rationalizable
action by making sufficiently precise observations of the type’s beliefs up to order k + 1:
by doing so, he can rule out that the type has beliefs at orders greater than k, and if
his observations of the type’s beliefs up to k are sufficiently precise, then he will learn
the type’s rationalizable actions. Thus, he can be confident that his predictions are not
sensitive to the precise specification of beliefs at arbitrarily high orders.
Somewhat surprisingly, the robustness of multiplicity extends well beyond types
with a finite depth of reasoning: once a grain of robust multiplicity has been identified, a contagion argument can be used to establish the robustness of multiplicity for
types that are arbitrarily close to standard types, that is, to types with an infinite depth
and high-order mutual belief in an infinite depth. The intuition is subtle, so a full discussion is deferred to Section 4. However, a key insight is that if there is a grain of robust
multiplicity, then even if a player’s actual type is close to a standard type, a researcher
who observes beliefs up to some finite order m can rule out that the type’s rationalizable actions depend sensitively on its belief at orders greater than m if he finds that the
type assigns only low probability to types with depth at least m, or to types that assign
high probability to types with a high depth, or to types that assign high probability to
the other player assigning high probability to such types, and so on.
The proof method thus bears some similarities with the proofs in the existing robustness literature, which “[depend] critically on the existence. . . of a subclass of dominance
solvable games that serve as take-offs for the iterated dominance argument, and, thus,
exert a kind of remote influence on the games with multiple equilibria” (Carlsson and
van Damme 1993, p. 992). Proposition 4 depends on the existence of a grain of types
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with robust multiplicity that form the starting point of a contagion argument that establishes the robustness of multiplicity for other types. The critical difference is that our
grain and our contagion argument involve multiplicity, not uniqueness and dominancesolvability as in the existing literature; also see Section 6.
Proposition 4 has implications for the type of observations that allow a researcher
to conclude that his prediction is valid for all models consistent with his observations if
he cannot observe the full hierarchy of beliefs. If there is a unique action that is rationalizable given a researcher’s observation, then he can be confident that his prediction
is robust. Intuitively, observing more orders of beliefs can only eliminate actions from
the set of rationalizable actions consistent with the observations, not add new ones.7
Alternatively, if the player’s actual type has multiple rationalizable actions, then, under
the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth, a researcher cannot
rule out that the type has a unique rationalizable action unless he observes the player’s
entire hierarchy of beliefs (Proposition 3). Proposition 4 shows that if we relax the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth, then this need not be the
case. If, by observing sufficiently many orders of beliefs, the researcher learns that the
type’s depth is finite and multiple actions can be strictly rationalizable given his observation, then, by making sufficiently precise observations of the type’s finite belief hierarchy, he can learn the set of rationalizable actions for the type, as in Example 2. But
the researcher can make robust predictions even if he does not learn that the type’s
depth is bounded. For example, if by observing the type’s kth-order beliefs for increasing (but finite) k, the researcher learns that the type assigns a vanishingly small probability to the event that the other player continues to reason beyond order k − 1, then
he can be confident that his prediction will not be sensitive to the type’s beliefs beyond
order k. Likewise, if the researcher learns that the type assigns low probability to the
other player assigning high probability to her opponent continuing to reason, and so
on, then his prediction will not be sensitive to the type’s (unobserved) beliefs at higher
orders.
While Proposition 4 shows that robust multiplicity is consistent with almostcommon belief in an infinite depth in a wide range of situations, it does not speak
directly to the discontinuity of behavior in Example 1 as it leaves open the possibility
that the types with robust multiplicity have very different beliefs about payoffs than
the types in the example. However, multiplicity can be robust also for types that have
beliefs about payoffs that are consistent with the information structure in the example. Section 4.2 considers a model M ε with types whose beliefs are consistent with the
information structure in Example 1 and shows the following result.
Proposition 5 (Robust multiplicity around complete-information types). For every m =
ε  xε )  { 1 } such that both actions are robustly rationalizable
1 2    , there is an interval (xm
m
2
for every infinite-depth type in the model M ε that has signal xi ∈ (xεm  xεm ) and mth-order
mutual belief in an infinite depth whenever ε is sufficiently small. Moreover, xεm → 0 and
xεm → 1 as ε → 0.
7 For a proof for the standard case, see Dekel et al. (2007); for the case where players can have an arbitrary
depth of reasoning, see Corollary 1.
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Proposition 5 says that as the noise level ε goes to 0, both actions are rationalizable
for any type in M ε that has a signal xi ∈ (0 1) and high-order mutual belief in an infinite depth. Thus, the discontinuity in behavior in Example 1 is not robust to relaxing
the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth. In particular, the riskdominant equilibrium selection of Carlsson and van Damme (1993) does not extend
if we relax the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth. Proposition 5 thus complements the existing literature: while the literature has shown that the
risk-dominant selection is not robust to perturbations of the information structure, the
present result shows that the risk-dominant selection is not robust even if we keep the
information structure fixed if we allow for perturbations of beliefs about players’ reasoning abilities.8
Remark 1. Thus far, we have not specified the richness requirement on the set of possible payoff functions. As we discuss, there are different richness assumptions that may
be of interest (Assumptions R-Dom and R-Mult(A ) below). The interesting case is when
the set of possible payoff functions is rich in both senses. This is the case in all examples
as well as in the main applications in the literature (Morris and Shin 2003).
2.3 Robust refinements
An important implication of the lack of robust multiplicity in the standard case is that
there is no scope for robust refinements if there is common belief in an infinite depth.
For example, suppose the payoff matrix is as in Example 1 and θ ∈ (0 12 ) is commonly
known (i.e., ε = 0). Then both actions are rationalizable, and a researcher who subscribes to payoff dominance may want to select the equilibrium in which both players
invest. But, by the results of Carlsson and van Damme (1993), this prediction is not robust: if we introduce a small amount of uncertainty about payoffs, then the not-invest
equilibrium is uniquely selected. By the results of Weinstein and Yildiz (2007), the prediction that both players will not invest is also not robust: if we perturb beliefs a little,
then the unique prediction is that both players invest. Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) show
that this holds very generally: if there is common belief in an infinite depth, then a prediction of a refinement is robust if and only if it is true for all rationalizable strategies.
Therefore, a researcher cannot make a prediction that is stronger than what is implied
by rationalizability in this case.
If we relax the strong assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth,
then multiplicity can be robust, suggesting that there is some scope for robust refinements. To see this, suppose that ε is close to 0 and that the researcher thinks that the
players’ beliefs are described by the model M ε in Proposition 5. Suppose a researcher
wants to select the payoff-dominant action whenever it is consistent with rationalizability. Then he could use a refinement of rationalizability that selects the action “invest” for
a type whenever it is rationalizable, and coincides with rationalizability otherwise. This
8 See Strzalecki (2014) for a similar result in the context of the electronic-mail game of Rubinstein (1989).
However, Strzalecki does not show that the resulting predictions are robust to further belief perturbations.
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refinement predicts that every type in M ε with signal xi ∈ (0 1) whose observation is sufficiently precise (i.e., ε close to 0) will invest. By Proposition 5, this selection is robust:
even if the researcher has misspecified players’ beliefs about payoffs or about the opponent’s level of sophistication, he can still be confident that players are willing to invest
if his assumptions are satisfied approximately. Alternatively, the researcher may want
to select the action “not invest” for a type whenever it is rationalizable (and coincides
with rationalizability otherwise). Again, this is a proper refinement of rationalizability,
and it is robust to perturbations of beliefs both about payoffs and about players’ depth
of reasoning.
This motivates us to ask whether standard refinements of rationalizability can be robust. We focus on the robustness of Bayesian–Nash equilibrium, one of the most common refinements of rationalizability. Our equilibrium definition is standard: a strategy
profile is a (Bayesian–Nash) equilibrium for a model if each type in the model plays a
best response to the opponent’s strategy. However, we apply the concepts to richer type
spaces by allowing players to have a finite depth of reasoning. As before, we assume that
a depth-1 type plays as if his opponent is nonstrategic and can choose any action, in line
with the level-k literature (Crawford et al. 2013).
Again, we take the perspective of a researcher who can observe finitely many orders
of beliefs with some noise: there is some finite order κ and some η > 0 such that if a
player’s actual type is hi , then the researcher cannot rule out any type whose mth-order
beliefs are η-close to those of hi for m ≤ κ, where our notion of η-closeness is determined by the usual weak topology on the set of mth-order beliefs.9 This leads to the
following robustness notion: a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ for a model is robust if for
some η > 0 and κ < ∞, every model that the researcher cannot rule out on the basis of
his observations (given η and κ) has an equilibrium σ  such that types that are close to
the original model play the same actions as under σ.
The next result shows that for some models, every strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium
is robust.
Proposition 7 (Strict equilibrium robust under almost-common belief in infinite depth).
If the set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently rich, then there exist models consistent
with an infinite depth of reasoning and almost-common belief in an infinite depth for which
every strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium is robust. That is, for every m = 1 2    , there is a
model with mth-order mutual belief in an infinite depth for which every strict Bayesian–
Nash equilibrium is robust.

As we discuss, the models in Proposition 7 can be chosen in such a way that they
include types with multiple rationalizable actions. Hence, an immediate implication of
Proposition 7 is that robust (and proper) refinements of rationalizability exist if we relax
the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth:
Corollary (Robust refinements under almost-common belief in infinite depth). If the
set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently rich, then for every m = 1 2    , there is a
model with mth-order belief in an infinite depth for which there is a robust refinement of
rationalizability.
9 Recall that mth-order beliefs are probability distributions, so a sequence {μmn } of mth-order beliefs
n
converges to an mth-order belief μm in the weak topology if it converges in distribution.
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Proposition 7 is consistent with a folk result for complete-information games: in environments where payoffs are commonly known among the players, but the researcher
is unsure about the payoffs, every strict Nash equilibrium is robust to small misspecifications of the payoffs. Proposition 7 shows that this result extends to games with incomplete information with a suitable form of uncertainty about reasoning ability.
We illustrate the intuition behind Proposition 7 using Example 1. Suppose that a researcher thinks that there is complete information about payoffs (i.e., ε = 0) and that
θ ∈ (0 12 ). However, he recognizes his model may be misspecified, so he would like his
prediction to be robust. If his model of players’ reasoning ability is as in Proposition 7,
then, for the depth-1 types, who act as if they play against a nonstrategic type, he can select either action. If all depth-1 types invest, then it is a strict best response for all depth2 types to invest. A simple inductive argument then shows that there is a Bayesian–Nash
equilibrium σ I for the model under which all types invest. Likewise, we can construct
a strict Nash equilibrium σ NI under which no type invests. The former Nash equilibrium is payoff dominant, and the latter is risk dominant. Since all incentives are strict,
both predictions are robust: even if we perturb beliefs a little, each type has a unique
best response under either strategy. In particular, these predictions are robust to the
introduction of a small amount of incomplete information about payoffs.
Both in the standard case with common belief in an infinite depth and in the case
where there is almost-common belief in an infinite depth, the researcher is thus limited
in his ability to make predictions. However, the difficulties he faces are fundamentally
different in the two cases. If there is common belief in an infinite depth, the only robust
predictions that a researcher can make are the predictions that are true for all rationalizable actions. In particular, equilibrium cannot refine rationalizability if predictions are
required to be robust (Weinstein and Yildiz 2007; also see Proposition 6 below). By contrast, if there is almost-common belief in an infinite depth, then robust refinements of
rationalizability do exist for a class of models. However, the requirement that predictions be robust does not select a particular equilibrium; rather, every strict equilibrium
is robust in this case (Proposition 7). In particular, in complete-information games with
multiple strict Nash equilibria, all strict Nash equilibria are robust to the introduction
of a small amount of incomplete information about payoffs in models with a grain of
robust multiplicity.
This yields radically different conclusions regarding the scope for the refinement
program. Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) argue that since there are no robust refinements of
rationalizability when there is common belief in an infinite depth, there is limited or no
scope for a refinement program unless a researcher is willing to impose strong commonknowledge restrictions on beliefs (e.g., pp. 374–375). In contrast, the present results suggest that there need not be a tension between robustness and refinements if the strong
assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth is relaxed: by using richer
type spaces that specify beliefs not only about payoffs but also about players’ reasoning
ability, we can extend existing solution concepts and use refinements of these concepts
to obtain sharp and robust predictions within this richer context. Our approach thus
bears some similarities with that of Carlsson and van Damme (1993), who show that
sharp and robust predictions can be obtained by introducing uncertainty about payoffs.
But robustness alone does not select an equilibrium beyond the criterion that incentives
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Figure 1. The space W (shaded gray) is the union of Q ⊆ U × Z and of Y . The space V is the
union of U and Y .

be strict: in models with a grain of robust multiplicity, a researcher who wants to make
sharp predictions needs to appeal to refinements to provide sharp predictions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 introduces the framework. Section 4 presents our results on robust multiplicity in the context of rationalizability, and Section 5 presents our results on robust refinements of rationalizability.
Section 6 discusses the related literature. Proofs and additional results can be found in
the Appendices.
3. Framework
3.1 Preliminaries
We follow the standard conventions for subspaces, products, and (disjoint) unions of
topological spaces. That is, a subspace of a topological space is endowed with the relative topology, the product of a collection of topological spaces is endowed with the

product topology, and if (Vλ )λ∈ is a family of disjoint topological spaces, then λ Vλ is


endowed with the sum topology, that is, a subset U ⊆ λ∈ Vλ is open in λ∈ Vλ if and
only if U ∩ Vλ is open in Vλ for each λ ∈ .10
Given a topological space V , the set of probability measures on the Borel σ-algebra
B(V ) is denoted by (V ). We endow (V ) with the topology of weak convergence. We
extend the definition of a marginal to a union of measurable spaces. Let V be the union
of the disjoint sets U and Y , and let Q ⊆ U × Z and W = Q ∪ Y , where all spaces are
assumed to be topological spaces; see Figure 1. Then for μ ∈ (W ), denote by margV μ ∈
(V ) the probability measure defined by


margV μ(E) = μ (u z) ∈ Q : u ∈ E + μ(E ∩ Y )
for every measurable set E ⊆ V . This definition reduces to the standard one if Y is
empty. If μ is a probability measure on a product space U × Y , and E is a measurable
subset of U, then we sometimes write μ(E) for margU μ(E).
10 As

is standard, the Cartesian product of a collection of topological spaces (Vλ )λ∈ is denoted by V ,

with typical element v. Given λ ∈ , we write V−λ for
∈ \{λ} V , with typical element v−λ . Likewise, given a
family gλ : Yλ → Zλ of functions, we write g(y) and g−λ (y−λ ) for (gλ (yλ ))λ∈ and (gλ (yλ ))λ =λ , respectively.
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3.2 Strategic environment
There are two players, labeled i = 1 2. The set of states of nature is . Each player i
has a set Ai of actions and a utility function ui : A ×  → R. Players may have private
information: each player i has a (payoff-irrelevant) signal xi ∈ Xi . We assume that 
and Xi are compact metric. Action sets are assumed to be finite, and payoff functions
are taken to be continuous. The extension to an arbitrary (finite) number of players is
straightforward.
We focus on the case where the set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently rich.
One such richness requirement, due to Weinstein and Yildiz (2007), is that each action
is strictly dominant for some state of nature.
Assumption R-Dom (Richness-dominance (Weinstein and Yildiz 2007, Assumption 1)). For each player i = 1 2 and each action ai ∈ Ai , there is a state θai ∈  of nature
such that




ui ai  a−i  θai > ui ai  a−i  θai
for all ai = ai and a−i ∈ A−i .
An alternative richness condition is that beliefs about payoffs do not fully determine
play. That is, for some beliefs about nature, a player can have multiple (strict) best responses, depending on his conjecture about the play of his opponent.
Assumption R-Mult(A ) (Richness multiplicity). Given a product set A ⊂ A with
|Ai | > 1 for all i, for each player i = 1 2, there is a belief μi ∈ () such that the following
statements hold:
s−ii :  → (A−i ) such that
(i) For each ai ∈ Ai , there is a measurable function
a





a
ui ai 
s−ii (θ) θ dμi (θ) >





a
ui ai 
s−ii (θ) θ dμi (θ)

for ai = ai 

a

/ Ai , then there is no measurable function
s−ii :  → (A−i ) such that
(ii) If ai ∈





a
ui ai 
s−ii (θ) θ dμi (θ) ≥

The set of such beliefs μ is denoted by





a
ui ai 
s−ii (θ) θ dμi (θ) for ai = ai 

A .
i

In words, if Assumption R-Mult(A ) is satisfied for a product set A , then each player i
has a first-order belief μi about payoffs such that any action in Ai is a strict best response
against some conjecture that the opponent plays an action in A−i and these are the only
best responses.11
11 While Assumption R-Mult(A ) is sufficient for our results, we conjecture it is not necessary, just like
Assumption R-Dom is not necessary for Weinstein and Yildiz’s (2007) results (Penta 2013).
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Both richness conditions are satisfied if the set of possible payoff functions is sufficiently rich. For example, if the set of possible payoff functions includes all functions (i.e.,  := [0 1]A × [0 1]A and ui (a θ) := θi (a)), then both conditions are satisfied. Global games (e.g., Example 1 and Section 5) also satisfy both conditions (with
A = A).12
3.3 Beliefs
We are interested in how higher-order beliefs impact strategic behavior. Higher-order
beliefs can be modeled using belief hierarchies, where a belief hierarchy for player i
specifies his belief about the state of nature and the other players’ signals (i.e., about
 × X−i ), his beliefs about his opponent’s beliefs, and so on, up to some order.13 We
allow for an arbitrary depth of reasoning: a belief hierarchy can have any finite or infinite depth. To consider all possible specifications of players’ higher-order beliefs, we
construct the space of all belief hierarchies. To that aim, we construct two sequences
m , m ≥ 0, with H m the set of mth-order belief
of spaces for each player i, Him and H
i
i
m the set of belief hierarchies that
hierarchies that “stop” reasoning at order m, and H
i
“continue” to reason at that order. The belief hierarchies in Him are precisely the belief
m are used to construct
hierarchies that have depth m, while the belief hierarchies in H
i
the belief hierarchies that have depth at least m + 1 (possibly infinite).
∗0
∗0
It will be convenient to fix two (arbitrary) labels hi and μ̃0i . The label hi is similar
to the level-0 type in the level-k literature. The label μ̃0i is a notational placeholder that
0 := Xi × {μ̃0 } and H 0 := Xi × {h∗0 } be the set
will be used to construct other types. Let H
i
i
i
i
of zeroth-order belief hierarchies that continue and that stop at order 0, respectively.14
We next consider players’ beliefs about the state of nature and about whether the
other players have stopped reasoning at order 0. Let

 0
0 :=  × H
 ∪ H0 

i
−i
−i
0
i0 :=  × H−i


Define the set of first-order belief hierarchies that continue and stop at order 1 by
 0
 
0 × 
1 := H
H
i
i
i


1
0
 × 0 
Hi := H
i
i
two richness conditions are independent: Assumption R-Mult(A ) does not imply Assumption RDom or vice versa. For example, a complete-information game (i.e.,  = {θ}) with multiple strict equilibria
obviously satisfies R-Mult(A ) but does not satisfy R-Dom. A simple example that satisfies R-Dom but not
R-Mult(A ) is one where there are two states, θ1  θ2 , and two actions, a1i  a2i , for each player, where each
player i receives 1 if he plays ai in θ and 0 otherwise.
13 We thus distinguish between a player’s private information (i.e., signal) and his belief hierarchy/type,
as is common in the literature on the robustness of game-theoretic predictions (e.g., Bergemann and Morris
2005).
14 The types in H
0 and H 0 are introduced merely for notational convenience. Alternatively, we could
i
i
have started with two copies of (): one to describe the first-order beliefs of depth-1 types, and one to
describe the first-order beliefs of types that have depth greater than 1.
12 The
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respectively. These equations describe the first-order beliefs for belief hierarchies that
reason beyond the first order and that stop reasoning at the first order, respectively
(where a first-order belief describes a player’s belief about the state of nature and other
1 will be used to define types of
player’s signal). The first-order belief hierarchies in H
i
depth greater than 1, while the first-order belief hierarchies in Hi1 define the depth-1
1 thus think it is possible that the other player has not yet stopped reatypes. Types in H
i
soning; this will allow us to model that a type of depth k > 1 thinks that the opponent
has depth m at least 1.
We now define inductively the sets of higher-order belief hierarchies. For k =
 and H are the sets of belief hi1 2    , suppose that for each player j and all ≤ k, H
j
j
erarchies that continue to reason beyond order and that stop reasoning at that order,
respectively. Define
k ∪
≤k := H
H
i
i

k

Hi 
=0

Hi≤k :=

k

Hi 
=0

k :=  × H
≤k 

i
−i

≤k
ik :=  × H−i


and let
k+1 :=
H
i




 k
 : margk−1 μk+1 = μk 
k × 
∈H
xi  μ0i      μki  μk+1
i
i
i
i
i


(1)

Hik+1 :=


 


k × k : margk−1 μk+1 = μk 
xi  μ0i      μki  μk+1
∈H
i
i
i
i
i


(2)

i

i

k+1 is the set of belief hierarchies that continue to
Again, the interpretation is that H
i
reason at order k + 1, while the set Hik+1 contains the hierarchies that stop reasoning at
k + 1. As before, the former can conceive of the possibility that the other players have
not stopped reasoning at order k, while the latter cannot. A belief hierarchy hki ∈ Hik that
stops reasoning at order k is said to have depth (of reasoning) k. The condition on the
marginal in (1) and (2) is a standard coherency condition: it ensures that the beliefs at
different orders do not contradict each other (see, e.g., Dekel and Siniscalchi 2015, for a
discussion). Define
Hi∞ :=


 


k for all k ≥ 0 
xi  μ0i  μ1i     : xi  μ0i      μki ∈ H
i

The belief hierarchies in Hi∞ are those that “reason up to infinity.” We therefore say that
∞
a belief hierarchy h∞
i in Hi has an infinite depth (of reasoning). The set of all belief
hierarchies is thus15
Hi := Hi∞ ∪

∞

Hik 
k=0

noted in Section 3.1, the union Hi is endowed with the sum topology. In particular, the set Hi∞ of
types with an infinite depth is open. This ensures that a sequence of types with finite but increasing depth
does not converge to a standard type. Our results do not depend on this in any way.
15 As
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With some abuse of notation, we sometimes write (xi  μ0i    ) for an element hi of Hi ,
regardless of whether hi has finite or infinite depth.
3.4 Universal type space
Following Mertens and Zamir (1985), we can use the sets Hi of all belief hierarchies to
define the universal type space. A key observation is that every belief hierarchy hi corresponds to a belief ψi (hi ) ∈ ( × H−i ) about nature and other players’ hierarchies.
∗0

Proposition 1. There is unique mapping ψi : Hi → {hi } ∪ ( × H−i ) with the property that for each k = 1 2    , for each hi = (xi  μ1i    ) ∈ Hi of depth at least k, its kthorder belief μki is given by
μki = marg
k−1 ψi (hi )
i

and is such that
∗0

• for h0i ∈ Hi0 , ψi (h0i ) = hi ,
≤k−1
• for hki ∈ Hik , k < ∞, the support of ψi (hki ) lies in  × H−i
,
∞
∞
• for h∞
i ∈ Hi , the support of ψi (hi ) lies in  × H−i .

Moreover, the function ψi is continuous.
The result follows from Proposition 9 in Appendix B. There we show that the tuple
(Hi  ψi )i=12 defines a type space, denoted T ∗ , with Hi a set of types and for each type
hi ∈ Hi , a belief ψi (hi ) ∈ ( × H−i ) over the payoff parameters and the other player’s
types. As we show, T ∗ is universal in the sense that it generates all belief hierarchies
with a finite or infinite depth. For simplicity, we sometimes write ψhi for the belief ψ(hi )
associated with the type hi .
In some instances, a researcher may want to rule out certain beliefs. For example, in
an auction setting, he may want to assume that a player’s expected valuation increases
in his signal. This can be captured using models.
 T ), where 
 ⊂  and T := (Ti )i=12 is a pair of
Definition 1. A model is a pair M = (
 × T−i .
subsets Ti ⊂ Hi of types such that for each type hi ∈ Ti \ Hi0 , ψhi has support in 
A model is finite if T is finite.
Note that whether a model is finite is unrelated to the depth of reasoning of the types.
For example, a finite model may include only infinite-depth types, and a model that is
not finite may consist of types of any (finite or infinite) depth.
3.5 (Almost-) common belief in an infinite depth
We are interested in relaxing the standard assumptions on beliefs about players’ depth
of reasoning. We first make these assumptions explicit in the context of the universal
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type space T ∗ . Define




∞
=1
Ci1 := hi ∈ Hi∞ : ψhi  × H−i
to be the set of types that have an infinite depth of reasoning and that believe that the
opponent has an infinite depth. Since types from standard (Harsanyi) type spaces all
generate belief hierarchies with an infinite depth, standard types all satisfy this assumption. For n > 1, let



n−1 
=1
Cin := hi ∈ Cin−1 : ψhi  × C−i
be the set of infinite-depth types that have nth-order mutual belief in an infinite depth.
Again, all types from standard type spaces satisfy this condition. Let Ci∞ := n Cin . Then
C ∞ := (Ci∞ )i=12 is the event in T ∗ that types have an infinite depth of reasoning and
there is common (correct) belief in the event that players have an infinite depth of reasoning. It is easy to see that C ∞ is a model. The next result states that the types from
standard type spaces are precisely the types in C ∞ .
Proposition 2 (Common belief in infinite depth). The universal type space T MZ of
Mertens and Zamir (1985) corresponds to the event in T ∗ that players have an infinite
depth of reasoning and this is common belief: there is a belief-preserving homeomorphism from T MZ to C ∞ .
See the Supplemental Appendices (available in a supplementary file on the journal
website, http://econtheory.org/supp/2098/supplement.pdf) for a formal statement and
the proof. With this characterization in hand, we can weaken the strong assumption
that there is common belief in an infinite depth by allowing for small deviations from
this assumption. We thus consider the event that players have an infinite depth of reasoning and this is almost-common belief. To construct this event, we define a sequence
Bi1  Bi2     of subsets of types. For each player i, let


γ
Bi0 := hi ∈ Hi∞ : ψhi
H−i = 1
γ<∞

be the set of types that have an infinite depth and that believe (with probability 1) that
the other player has a finite depth. For n = 1 2    , define

 n−1 

=1 
Bin := hi ∈ Hi∞ : ψhi B−i
Thus, if player i has a type in Bi1 , then he has an infinite depth of reasoning, and he
believes that his opponent has an infinite depth but that she believes that he has a finite depth. Generally, the types in Bin have an infinite depth of reasoning and have nthorder mutual belief in the event that players have an infinite depth of reasoning, but not
(n + 1)th-order mutual belief in that event.
We also consider the analogous conditions under the assumption that players have
level-k beliefs. Level-k beliefs have been explored in the experimental literature. The assumption is that players with finite depth believe that their opponents have depth −1.
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For = 1 2    , let Gi ⊂ Hi be the set of types for player i that believe that his opponent
has depth − 1, believe that his opponent believes that he has depth − 1 − 1, and so on
(i.e., ψhi (G−i−1 ) = 1 for hi ∈ Gi ). Define


γ
0 := hi ∈ H ∞ : ψh
=
1

G
B
i
i
i
−i
γ<∞

n analogously to Bn . Clearly, B
n ⊂ Bn . Like B0  B1     , the
and for n = 1 2    , define B
i
i
0
1


sequence B  B     captures that players have an infinite depth of reasoning and have
almost-common belief in the event that players have an infinite depth of reasoning; in
n think possible have level-k beliefs.
addition, the only finite-depth types that types in B
3.6 Rationalizability
We next extend the standard definition of rationalizability to our environment. As we
show in Appendix A, it suffices to define rationalizability for the universal type space
T ∗ since the set of rationalizable actions of a type depends only on its induced belief
hierarchy, as in the standard case (Dekel et al. 2007). For each player i = 1 2 and hi ∈
Hi \ Hi0 , define
R0i (hi ) := Ai 
For m > 1, define inductively16
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
there is a measurable s−i :  × H−i → (A−i ) s.t.
⎨
⎬
m−1
∈
A
:
supp
s
(θ
h
)
⊆
R
(h
)
for
all
h
∈
H
,
θ
∈
;
and
a

Rm
(h
)
:=
i
i
−i
−i  −i
−i
−i
−i
i
i
⎪
⎪

⎩
⎭

ai ∈ arg maxa ∈Ai ×H−i ×A−i ui (ai  a−i  θ)s−i (θ h−i )(a−i ) dψhi
i

where supp μ is the support of a probability measure μ. Then Rm
i (hi ) is the set of mrationalizable actions for hi . The m-rationalizable actions for a type are the actions that
survive m rounds of iterated deletion of dominated actions: for each action ai ∈ Rm
i (hi ),
there is a conjecture s−i that rationalizes it, in the sense that the conjecture has support
in the actions of the opponents that have survived m − 1 rounds of deletion, and ai is
a best response to this conjecture (given the type’s belief ψhi ). The (interim correlated)
rationalizable actions of type hi are
R∞
i (hi ) :=

∞


Rm
i (hi )

m=0

If hi ∈ Hi0 , then we set R∞
i (hi ) := Ai .
For types that have an infinite depth of reasoning and common belief in this event,
interim correlated rationalizability captures the behavioral implications of rationality
and common belief in rationality (Dekel et al. 2007). If a type has finite depth k, then
its set of rationalizable actions is completely determined by the actions that survive k
rounds of elimination.
m
16 For notational convenience, the conjecture s
−i in the definition of Ri (hi ) is defined also for types h−i
outside the support of ψhi . This does not affect our results.
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Lemma 1. Let hi be a type with finite depth k. Then an action ai is k-rationalizable for hi
if and only if it is rationalizable for the type.
In Appendix C, we show that rationalizability satisfies the standard best-reply property: any rationalizable action for a type is a best response to the belief that the opponent
chooses a rationalizable strategy (cf. Dekel et al. 2007, Proposition 4).
The rationalizability correspondence satisfies a standard upper hemicontinuity
property (cf. Dekel et al. 2007, Lemma 1).
Lemma 2 (Upper hemicontinuity). The rationalizability correspondence is nonempty
and upper hemicontinuous: every type hi ∈ Hi has a neighborhood O(hi ) such that
∞ 

R∞
i (hi ) ⊃ Ri (hi ) = ∅ for hi ∈ Oi (hi ). Likewise, the m-rationalizability correspondence
is nonempty and upper hemicontinuous.
The result says that if a player’s actual type is hi but a researcher has only an imperfect observation of the player’s type (i.e., he observes that the type is in Oi (hi )), then
any action that is rationalizable for a type that is consistent with his observation (i.e.,


∞
ai ∈ R∞
i (hi ) for hi ∈ Oi (hi )) is rationalizable for the player’s actual type (i.e., ai ∈ Ri (hi )),
and likewise for finite-order rationalizability.
A researcher who cannot perfectly observe the players’ types may want his predictions to be robust to small perturbations in beliefs. The concept of robust rationalizability captures such a robustness requirement.
Definition 2. A subset Ai ⊂ Ai of actions is robustly rationalizable for a type hi if the
rationalizable actions for hi are precisely the actions in Ai and R∞
i is locally constant at
 ) = A for every h ∈ O (h ). Likewise,
hi : hi has a neighborhood Oi (hi ) such that R∞
(h
i i
i
i
i
i
Ai is robustly m-rationalizable for hi if the m-rationalizable actions for hi are precisely
the actions in Ai and Rm
i is locally constant at hi .
A direct corollary of Lemma 2 is that uniqueness is robust.
Corollary 1 (Uniqueness robust). If action ai is the unique rationalizable action for a
type hi , then {ai } is robustly rationalizable for hi .
Weinstein and Yildiz (2007) show the surprising result that if players have an infinite
depth and this is common belief, then only uniqueness is robust.
Proposition 3 (No robust multiplicity under common belief in an infinite depth; Weinstein and Yildiz 2007, Proposition 2). Under Assumption R-Dom, Ai is robustly rationalizable for a type hi with common belief in an infinite depth (i.e., hi ∈ Ci∞ ) only if Ai is a
singleton.
Thus, if a researcher thinks that players have an infinite depth of reasoning and this
is common belief, then the only robust predictions he can make is that players have a
unique rationalizable action. In the next section, we show that this extreme conclusion
is not robust to relaxing the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth
of reasoning.
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4. Robust multiplicity
In this section, we show that the rationalizable actions of a type hi with multiple rationalizable actions can be robust to perturbations of beliefs at hi when there is uncertainty about players’ depth of reasoning. Section 4.1 considers the general case to derive
basic insights on the rationalizability correspondence. Section 4.2 focuses on the case
of complete-information types to show that, unlike in the standard case with common
belief in an infinite depth, the rationalizability correspondence is continuous around
complete-information types when we relax standard assumptions. Section 5 builds on
the insights developed in this section to develop robust refinements.
4.1 General
We first consider general types. The main result of this section shows that if we relax the
assumption that it is common belief that players have an infinite depth of reasoning,
then multiplicity can be robust.
Proposition 4 (Robust multiplicity under almost-common belief in infinite depth).
Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for every m = 1 2    , there is an infinite-depth type hm
i
with mth-order mutual belief in an infinite depth for whom Ai is robustly rationalizable.
Proof. For simplicity, we say that a type hi has a belief in the multiplicity set if


marg ψhi ∈ A
(where A
is defined under Assumption R-Mult(A )), and we write
i
i

A
hi ∈ i . The proof has two key ingredients. The first is used to construct a “grain” of
robust multiplicity.
Lemma 3. Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), the set {hi ∈ Hi : hi ∈
open.

A }
i

is nonempty and

The set in Lemma 3 can be used to construct a grain of robust multiplicity in the
sense that it almost immediately defines a set of depth-1 types with robust multiplicity,
as we show below. The second key ingredient provides us with a contagion-type argument: given a grain V of robust multiplicity, we can identify other types with robust
multiplicity.
Lemma 4 (Contagion). Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for m = 0 1 2     ∞, if V ⊂ H−i

is an open subset of types such that Rm
−i (h−i ) = A−i for h−i ∈ V , then every type hi with a
belief in the multiplicity set that assigns probability 1 to V has a neighborhood O(hi ) such
that Rm+1
(hi ) = Ai for all hi ∈ O(hi ) (where ∞ + 1 = ∞).
i
Lemma 4 says that if there is an open set V of types for whom the set of rationalizable actions is A , then A is robustly rationalizable for any type that has a belief in the
multiplicity set and that believes that the opponent has a type in V , and similarly for
finite-order rationalizability.
With these tools in hand, we can prove Proposition 4. The first step is to show that
A is robustly m-rationalizable for any finite m.
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Lemma 5. Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for every m = 1 2    , there are types for whom
the actions in Ai are robustly m-rationalizable.
The proof of Lemma 5 can be found in Appendix D. The proof uses Lemma 3 to show
that the set of types for whom A is 1-rationalizable is open. This gives a set of types for
whom A is robustly 1-rationalizable. The proof then applies Lemma 4 repeatedly to
identify sets of types for whom A is robustly m-rationalizable.
Together with Lemma 1, Lemma 5 immediately implies that multiplicity is robust for
finite-depth types.
Corollary 2 (Grain of robust multiplicity). Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for every
m = 1 2    , there are depth-m types for whom Ai is robustly rationalizable. In fact, for

every m = 1 2    , there is an open set Vim ⊂ Him of depth-m types such that R∞
i (hi ) = Ai
for hi ∈ Vim .
The second claim in Corollary 2 follows immediately from the first: by the first claim,
there is an open set Oim of types for whom Ai is robustly rationalizable that satisfies Oim ∩
Him = ∅. The second claim then follows by taking Vim := Oim ∩ Him . It is straightforward
to use the contagion argument in Lemma 4 to show that multiplicity can be robust for
types with an infinite depth that have almost-common belief in an infinite depth; see
the Appendix.

The contrast between the negative result for the case with common belief in an infinite depth (Proposition 3) and the positive result for the case with almost-common belief in an infinite depth (Proposition 4) is stark: if the set of possible payoff functions is
sufficiently rich (i.e., satisfies Assumptions R-Dom and R-Mult(A )), then multiplicity is
not robust when it is common belief that players have an infinite depth of reasoning, yet
it can be robust if there is almost-common belief in an infinite depth of reasoning. The
deviation from standard assumptions is arguably minimal: the types in Proposition 4 are
arbitrarily close to standard types. We could even make more stringent assumptions on
players’ beliefs about reasoning ability. For example, the result holds also if we require
n throughout) or require that
that players have level-k beliefs (i.e., if we replace Bn by B
infinite-depth types assign high probability only to types with a high depth of reasoning.
In fact, the same result obtains in a universal type space in which every type has depth
at least k for arbitrary finite k.
As noted in Section 2, the key difference between the current framework and the
standard case is that the universal type space now contains a grain of robust multiplicity consisting of finite-depth types (Corollary 2).17 Robust multiplicity for these finitedepth types follows almost immediately from robust multiplicity under finite-order rationalizability (Lemma 5) and the fact that the rationalizable actions for a type of depth
m do not depend on its beliefs beyond order m (Lemma 1).
17 The contagion argument, Lemma 4, goes through also if there is common belief in an infinite depth.
Hence, the analogue of Lemma 5 for T MZ also holds: under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for every m = 1 2    ,
there are types in the universal space T MZ for standard types for whom the actions in A are robustly
m-rationalizable.
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This robust multiplicity extends beyond types with a finite depth to types with an
infinite depth and almost-common belief in an infinite depth. Intuitively, even for a
type with an infinite depth and nth-order mutual belief in infinite depth (for arbitrarily
high but finite n), belief perturbations at high orders have only a small effect. To see
∈ Ci∞ with common
this, consider a nonsingleton set A of action profiles and type hMZ
i

belief in an infinite depth whose belief lies in the multiplicity set A
i and that satisfies
common belief in the event that players’ beliefs are in the multiplicity set for A . Since
m MZ
MZ

the action set is finite, there is m < ∞ such that R∞
i (hi ) = Ri (hi ) = Ai . By the results
of Weinstein and Yildiz (2007), multiplicity is not robust for hMZ
(Proposition 3). Now
i
/ Ci∞ that has the same mth-order belief hierarchy as hi but believes
consider a type hi ∈
that the other player has a finite depth. Then, since hi has the same mth-order belief
∞
∞ MZ

hierarchy as hMZ
i , Ri (hi ) = Ri (hi ) = Ai (Lemma 7). If hi assigns probability 1 to
types with depth less than k < ∞, then it is immediate that the researcher’s prediction
is robust whenever he can observe the type’s beliefs up to order k + 1. So suppose that
type hi has an infinite depth and assigns positive probability to types with an arbitrarily
high (but finite) depth of reasoning. Then, for increasing k, hi must put vanishingly
small weight on types with depth greater than k. Hence, by observing sufficiently many
orders of beliefs, the researcher can thus rule out that his prediction depends sensitively
on the type’s (unobserved) high order beliefs and he can be confident in his prediction
that the rationalizable actions for the type are precisely the actions in Ai even if he does
not observe the type’s entire hierarchy of beliefs. This argument extends to types that
believe that the opponent believes that the other player has a finite depth, to types that
believe that the opponent believes that the other player believes that their opponent has
a finite depth, etc.
This reveals a subtle way in which a small “grain of naiveté” can give rise to robust
predictions: multiplicity can be robust for a type close to standard types if its belief hierarchy is finitely determined in the sense that either the type has a finite depth, or thinks
it is likely that the other player does not continue to reason beyond a certain order, or
thinks that it is likely that the other player thinks this is likely, and so on. Thus, by making
more precise observations, a researcher can make robust predictions if he learns that the
type has a finite depth, or that it assigns low probability to the other player continuing
to reason at high orders, or that it assigns low probability to the other player assigning
high probability to her opponent continuing to reason at high orders, and so on.
A direct implication of Proposition 4 is that, unlike in the standard case where types
generically have a unique rationalizable action (Weinstein and Yildiz 2007), uniqueness
is not generic if types can have an arbitrary depth of reasoning.18
In Section 5, we build on these insights to show that robust refinements of rationalizability exist. Before exploring this, we apply the insights developed in this section to
show that there need not be a discontinuity of behavior around complete-information
types when we relax the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth.
18 Formally, Proposition 4 shows that the set of types with multiple rationalizable actions has a nonempty
interior in the universal type space T ∗ . This implies that the set of types with a unique rationalizable actions
is not generic (i.e., is not open and dense). However, Proposition 4 is strictly stronger. For example, the set
Q of rationals is not open and dense in the set R of real numbers, yet the interior of its complement R \ Q is
empty.
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4.2 Almost-complete information
The same basic tools can be used to study robustness in specific applications. We focus
on the case where payoffs are observed with some small noise. Again, consider the well
known example from Carlsson and van Damme (1993),
I

NI

I

θ θ

θ − 1 0

NI

0 θ − 1

0 0

where θ ∈  := [−1 2]. Both Assumptions R-Dom and R-Mult(A ) (with Ai = {I NI }) are
satisfied: If θ > 1, then investing (I) is strictly dominant for each player; if θ < 0, then not
investing (NI ) is strictly dominant. For θ ∈ (0 1), either action is a strict best response
for a player, depending on his conjecture about the opponent’s play.
The information structure is as described in Example 1. That is, each player i observes signal xi of the state θ that is potentially noisy. The noise is measured by a parameter ε ∈ [0 12 ). Players’ observations of θ become increasingly precise as the noise
parameter ε goes to 0. It will be convenient to take the set of signals to be Xi := [−2 3].
When the noise parameter is ε, the set of signals that types receive with positive probability is thus Xiε := [−1 − ε 2 + ε].
We consider a simple model with level-k beliefs that is consistent with this informa1x
tion structure. For each signal xi ∈ Xiε , there is a unique type hi i in Hi1 with signal xi
ε1

0x

whose beliefs are consistent with the information structure. Let Ti := {hi i : xi ∈ Xiε }
εm−1
is a set of depth-(m − 1) types with
be the set of such types. For m > 1, suppose Ti
beliefs consistent with the information structure such that for every xi ∈ Xiε , there is a
εm−1
type in Ti
with signal xi . Then, for each signal xi ∈ Xiε , there is a unique depthmxi
with signal xi whose beliefs are consistent with the information structure
m type hi
mx
εm−1
εm
and that assigns probability 1 to T−i
. Let Ti := {hi i : xi ∈ Xiε } be the set of such
types. We next define the types with an infinite depth of reasoning. Fix some vector

(p1  p2    ) of probabilities (i.e., pn ≥ 0 for all n, and n pn = 1). Then, for each xi ∈ Xiε ,
∞x
0 with signal xi whose beliefs are conthere is a unique infinite-depth type hi i in B
i
εn
sistent with the information structure that assigns probability pn to T−i , n = 1 2    .
∞x
ε∞
ε∞+n−1
n−1 of types with beLet T
:= {h i : xi ∈ X ε }. For n > 0, given a set T
⊂B
i

i

i

i

i

liefs consistent with the information structure, we can likewise select, for each xi ∈ Xiε ,
∞+nxi
n with signal xi whose beliefs are consistent with the inin B
the unique type hi
i
ε∞+n
of types with an infinite depth and nthformation structure; this defines a set Ti
order mutual belief in an infinite depth whose beliefs are consistent with the informaε0
ε1
ε∞
ε∞+1
    (where
tion structure. Let Tiε be the union of the sets Ti  Ti      Ti  Ti
ε0
∗0
ε
ε
ε
Ti := Xi × {hi }). Then M = ( T ) is a model with level-k beliefs that is consistent
with the information structure. Moreover, it is consistent with almost-common belief in
n ∩ T ε = ∅).
an infinite depth (i.e., for all n, B
A first observation is that for any signal xi ∈ (0 1), both actions are rationalizable for
finite-depth types in M ε with signal xi , provided that the noise is sufficiently small.
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Lemma 6. For every k, there exist xεk ∈ (0 12 ) and xεk ∈ ( 12  1) such that for every depth-k
type hi in T ε , both actions are robustly rationalizable whenever its signal xi is in (xεk  xεk ).
Moreover, for every k, xεk → 0 and xεk → 1 as ε → 0.
The proof gives an explicit expression for the interval bounds xεk and xεk . The next
result extends this to the case where types have an infinite depth and have almostcommon belief in infinite depth.
Proposition 5 (Robust multiplicity around complete-information types). For every m,
there exist εm > 0, xεm ∈ (0 12 ), and xεm ∈ ( 12  1) such that both actions are robustly rationalizable for any infinite-depth type hi ∈ T ε with signal xi ∈ (xεm  xεm ) and mth-order
belief in an infinite depth whenever ε < εm . Moreover, we can choose the bounds xεm and
xε such that xεm → 0 and xεm → 1 as ε → 0.
Proposition 5 implies that the strategic discontinuity around complete-information
games is not robust to relaxing the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite
depth of reasoning. Proposition 5 shows that there are models in which there is a small
amount of uncertainty about players’ depth of reasoning such that players can rationally
choose both actions when neither action is dominant when noise ε goes to 0, just as in
the limit case with complete information (i.e., ε = 0). In other words, there is no discontinuity when ε goes to 0 in these models. In particular, the risk-dominant strategy is not
uniquely selected when ε is small but positive, unlike in the standard case (Carlsson and
van Damme 1993).
Importantly, the conclusions in Proposition 5 are robust to further belief perturbations. Since multiplicity is robust, the predictions remain valid even if the researcher
has misspecified the model in the sense that the model T ε does not accurately describe players’ beliefs, as long as the assumptions embodied in the model are satisfied
approximately.
The proof of Proposition 5 is similar in nature to that of Proposition 4: the key ingredients are a “grain” of robust multiplicity, provided by the finite-depth types, and a
contagion argument to establish robust multiplicity for types consistent with almostcommon belief in infinite depth. The proofs differ slightly in that the contagion argument for Proposition 5 has to ensure that beliefs are consistent with the information
structure. The proof of Proposition 5 thus illustrates how the basic contagion argument
can be adapted to prove results for specific applications.
Again, Proposition 5 does not rely on strong assumptions on players’ beliefs. First,
it does not require that players believe that other players have a shallow depth of reasoning, or that others believe that, believe that others believe that, and so on. Indeed,
the same result obtains if we assume that all players have depth at least k for arbitrary
finite k. Second, while T ε is a minimal model consistent with the information structure
and almost-common belief in an infinite depth (assuming level-k beliefs), the main insight extends to a much broader range of situations. It can be shown that multiplicity
can be robust for all types whose beliefs are consistent with the information structure
and almost-common belief in an infinite depth, though the bound on the noise level
may depend on the detailed features of a type in that case.
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5. Robust refinements
In this section, we study the implications of robust multiplicity for the scope of robust
refinements. We show that, unlike in the standard case with common belief in an infinite
depth, robust refinements do exist when there is almost-common belief in an infinite
depth.
5.1 Definitions
 T ) is a meaWe start by defining some basic concepts. A strategy for a model M = (
surable function σi that maps each type hi ∈ Ti into a mixed action σi (hi ) ∈ (Ai ). We
write σi (ai | hi ) for the probability that i plays ai when his type is hi . A strategy profile
σ = (σi )i=12 , with σi a strategy for M, is a (Bayesian–Nash) equilibrium for M if, for each
player i = 1 2, hi ∈ Ti \ Hi0 , ai ∈ Ai such that σi (ai | hi ) > 0,


ui ai  σ−i (h−i ) θ dψhi ≥



ui ai  σ−i (h−i ) θ dψhi

for all ai ∈ Ai . As before, a nonstrategic type hi ∈ Hi0 can play any action. An equilibrium
is strict if the above inequality is strict whenever ai = ai . Bayesian–Nash equilibrium
refines rationalizability: if σ is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for M, then every action ai
that is played with positive probability by a type hi in M under σ (i.e., σi (ai | hi ) > 0) is
rationalizable for the type (i.e., ai ∈ R∞
i (hi )).
To assess the robustness of equilibrium predictions, we again take the perspective
of a researcher who can observe finitely many orders of beliefs with some noise. That
is, there is some finite order κ and some η > 0 such that for each < κ, the researcher
cannot rule out th-order beliefs that are within η of the observed th-order belief (in
the usual weak topology).19 In particular, if the researcher observes that a player has an
mth-order belief, then he rules out that the player has a depth of reasoning strictly less
than m.20 We write Oηκ (ti ) for the set of types that the researcher finds possible if he
observes the type ti . We focus on the case where the noise is small, that is, η → 0 and
κ → ∞.
 T ) if M  =
Definition 3. A pair (M   τ) is an (η κ)-perturbation of a model M = (



  T ) is a finite model and τ : T → T is such that τi (ti ) ∈ Oηκ (ti ) for every ti ∈ Ti .
(
This naturally leads to the following robustness requirement: since a researcher cannot rule out any (η κ) perturbation of a model, a prediction for a model is robust if it is
19 In

addition, a researcher may want to measure a type’s signal xi . We abstract away from this for the
purposes of this section; so we take Xi = {xi } in this section.
20 More precisely, the topology on the set of mth-order beliefs is the usual weak topology. This topology
can be metrized with the Prokhorov metric dPm , and we say that a type with mth-order belief μm
i is within η
m ) < η. If η is not too large (e.g., η < 1), then the researcher

ν
of a type with mth-order belief νim if dPm (μm
i
i
can distinguish between types with different depths of reasoning k k ≤ κ, as well as between a type that
has depth k ≤ κ and a type with depth k > κ.
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valid for any (η κ) perturbation of the model. In the context of Bayesian–Nash equilibrium, this gives the following condition.21
 T ) is (η κ)-robust if, for
Definition 4. A Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ for M = (

every (η κ) perturbation (M  τ) of M, there is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ  for M 
that coincides with σ on τ(T ) (i.e., for each player i = 1 2, type hi ∈ Ti , σi (τi (hi )) =
σi (hi )). A Bayesian–Nash equilibrium is robust if it is (η κ)-robust for some η > 0 and
κ < ∞.
Equilibrium may provide stronger predictions than rationalizability in models with
multiplicity, that is, models that have a type with multiple rationalizable actions. However, there may be tension between the desire to get sharp prediction and the requirement that predictions be robust. The next result shows that if there is common belief in
an infinite depth, then any equilibrium that makes stronger predictions than rationalizability is not robust.
Proposition 6 (No robust refinement under common belief in infinite depth; Wein T ) is a finite model with
stein and Yildiz 2007). Under Assumption R-Dom, if M = (
multiplicity that is consistent with common belief in an infinite depth (i.e., T ⊂ C ∞ ) and
 is finite, then M does not have a robust equilibrium.

Proposition 6 implies that if it is assumed that there is common belief in an infinite
depth, then a researcher who is concerned with the robustness of his predictions cannot
make sharper predictions by using a refinement of rationalizability. In the next section,
we show that the situation is strikingly different when there is almost-common belief in
an infinite depth.
5.2 Results
If we relax the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth, then robust
refinements exist. To state the result, say that a model has multiplicity if it has a type
with multiple rationalizable actions.
Proposition 7 (Robustness of strict equilibrium under almost-common belief in infinite depth). Under Assumption R-Mult(A ), for every m = 1 2    , there is a model M
with multiplicity and mth-order belief in an infinite depth such that every strict Bayesian–
Nash equilibrium for M is robust.
Since equilibrium is a refinement of rationalizability and there are types with multiple rationalizable actions, Proposition 7 immediately implies that robust refinements of
rationalizability exist.
21 The robustness requirement in Definition 4 is stronger than the robustness requirement in Weinstein
and Yildiz (2007). First, they do not require that the strategy profile for the perturbed model coincides
exactly with the strategy profile on the original model, only that it produces the same behavioral patterns.
Also, their definition of an (η κ) perturbation (M   τ) requires M  to admit a full support common prior.
Working with a stronger robustness requirement strengthens our positive result.
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Again, the contrast between the case with common belief in an infinite depth and
almost-common belief in an infinite depth is stark. If there is common belief in an infinite depth, then the requirement that predictions be robust eliminates all equilibria if
there is a type with multiple rationalizable actions (Proposition 6). In contrast, if we relax
the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth, then there are models
for which every strict equilibrium is robust (Proposition 7). In that case, robustness does
not impose any additional restrictions on equilibria beyond strictness.
Proposition 7 is not a simple corollary of the results for rationalizability. In the case
of rationalizability, the key is to ensure that players can hold multiple conjectures about
the opponent’s behavior. In the case of equilibrium, players have a single conjecture
that coincides with the opponent’s actual strategy. The role of finite-depth types differs
correspondingly. In the case of equilibrium, finite-depth types do not act as a grain of
multiplicity, as in the case of rationalizability. Rather, their role is to “anchor” the behavior of high-depth types. Anchoring the behavior of types is critical: in environments
with common belief in an infinite depth of reasoning, the high-order beliefs of types can
vary arbitrarily. But, if there is only almost-common belief in an infinite depth, then behavior can be determined at a finite order. To see this, consider an infinite-depth type
that assigns high probability (say, 1 − η for η > 0 small) to types of depth at most k < ∞.
Then, since most of the probability mass is concentrated on types whose higher-order
beliefs cannot be varied arbitrarily, perturbations of high-order beliefs have only a limited impact: the robustness of equilibrium behavior for the finite-depth types carries
over to the infinite-depth types.
The proof of Proposition 7 illustrates the difference between the arguments for the
case where types have a strictly dominant action and where they have multiple rationalizable actions. In the former case, strategic beliefs (i.e., beliefs about others’ actions, beliefs about others’ beliefs about actions, and so on) are irrelevant, and it follows directly
that Bayesian–Nash equilibrium is robust to small perturbation of beliefs, even if there
is common belief in an infinite depth. By contrast, if types have multiple best responses,
a player’s best response depends on his conjecture about the opponent’s action. In this
case, strategic beliefs matter and establishing robustness requires considerable care. In
particular, it requires relaxing the assumption that there is common belief in an infinite depth so that finite-depth types, whose equilibrium actions do not depend on their
high-order beliefs about strategies, can be used to anchor the behavior of types with a
higher depth of reasoning.
5.3 Example: Global games
As noted above, robustness does not put much restrictions on equilibrium behavior. The
global games introduced by Carlsson and van Damme (1993) provide a particularly clear
illustration of this point. In global games, players play a supermodular game at each
state θ. Each player i has two actions, labeled ã and b̃. Each action ai = ã b̃ is strictly
dominant for player i at some state θãi , and for some θ∗ , the complete-information game
(with payoff functions ui (· · θ∗ ) : A → R) has two strict Nash equilibria, (ã ã) and (b̃ b̃)
(say). Clearly, every global game satisfies Assumptions R-Dom and R-Mult(A ) (with
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Ai = {ã b̃}). As in much of the applied literature, we assume that payoff functions are
symmetric. Example 1 is an example of a symmetric global game.
The literature focuses on the question of which equilibria of the completeinformation game are robust to the introduction of a small amount of incomplete information about payoffs. The next result shows that if there is almost-common belief in
an infinite depth, the requirement that predictions be robust need not rule out any of
the equilibria of the complete-information game.
Proposition 8 (Robust equilibria in global games under almost-common belief in an
infinite depth). Fix a symmetric global game. For every m = 1 2    , there is a finite
model M with types with mth-order belief in an infinite depth, and robust equilibria σ ã
and σ b̃ for M such that if all types believe that the game has multiple Nash equilibria (i.e.,
θ = θ∗ ), then players play according to the Nash equilibrium (ã ã) under σ ã , while they
play according to the Nash equilibrium on (b̃ b̃) under σ b̃ .
Proposition 8 shows that if we relax the strong assumption that there is common
belief in an infinite depth, then there are models with complete information about payoffs in which every Nash equilibrium is robust to the introduction of uncertainty about
payoffs. This contrasts with the limit case with common belief in an infinite depth. In
that case, if the complete-information game has multiple rationalizable actions, then
the researcher is unable to make any robust predictions (Propositions 3 and 6).
6. Related literature
Almost-common belief in rationality
In the context of repeated games, Kreps et al. (1982), Kreps and Wilson (1982), and
Milgrom and Roberts (1982) show that a grain of doubt about players’ rationality can
have a large impact on behavior. We likewise introduce a grain of doubt about the opponent’s reasoning ability. However, there is a fundamental difference between their
“irrational” types and our “naive,” nonstrategic, types. While irrational types are (commonly known to be) committed to playing a certain action, we follow the level-k literature in assuming that nonstrategic types can play any action. Thus, in a sense, our
approach can be viewed as relaxing common-knowledge assumptions about the behavior of players who are not fully sophisticated. This requires a novel approach. While in
the existing literature, the commitment of irrational types to a particular course of action renders high-order reasoning about behavior irrelevant, in our setting, players must
entertain different conjectures about their opponent’s behavior. This requires them to
reason about their opponent’s high-order beliefs. Accordingly, unlike in the existing literature, our results require an approach that is inherently strategic in nature. In particular, in our model, the assumption that there is a small amount of uncertainty about
players’ reasoning ability cannot be replaced by the assumption that there is a small
amount of uncertainty about payoffs, unlike in the existing literature.
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Finite depth of reasoning in Bayesian games
A growing literature studies the behavior of players with a finite depth of reasoning in
games with incomplete information. The experimental literature studies behavior in
a wide range of games ranging from auctions to betting and market entry games (see
Crawford et al. 2013, for a survey). This paper is the first to study the robustness of predictions to perturbations of beliefs about payoffs and reasoning ability. Strzalecki (2014)
shows that the risk-dominant solution may not be uniquely selected in the electronicmail game of Rubinstein (1989), but he does not consider the robustness of predictions.22 In fact, it is not possible to study the robustness of predictions in his framework
since it does not allow for perturbations of beliefs about payoffs.23 Kets (2012, 2013)
introduces a class of type spaces for players with an arbitrary depth of reasoning and
defines rationalizability and Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for her setting. An important
difference is that Kets’s solution concepts are refinements of the corresponding solution
concepts for the standard case with common belief in an infinite depth.
Appendix A: Type spaces
Belief hierarchies provide an explicit description of players’ higher-order beliefs. Higherorder beliefs can also be described implicitly, using a type space (cf. Harsanyi 1967).
Here we define type spaces that generate belief hierarchies with an arbitrary (finite or
infinite) depth. Type spaces are defined for a given set  of states of nature (taken to be
compact metric, as before).
Definition 5. A type space is a tuple


T := (Ti )i=12  (βi )i=12  (χi )i=12 

where for each player i, Ti = Ti∞ ∪ ∞=0 Ti is the set of types for player i, assumed to
be nonempty and Polish, and χi is a continuous function that maps each type ti ∈ Ti
into a signal χi (ti ) ∈ Xi . The function βi maps types into beliefs: for ti ∈ Tik , k ≤ ∞,
βi (ti ) := βki (ti ), where
∗0

• β0i maps each ti ∈ Ti0 into hi ,
• βki is continuous and maps each ti ∈ Tik into a belief in

≤k
:= k=0 T−i ,
T−i

≤k−1
( × T−i
), where

∞
• β∞
i is continuous and maps each ti ∈ Ti into a belief in ( × T−i ).
m for some m < k.24
If there is ti ∈ Tik for k = 1 2    , then there is a type t−i ∈ T−i
22 Murayama

(2015) studies the robustness of Nash equilibria in level-k and cognitive hierarchy models
when there is uncertainty about the behavior of nonstrategic players. He does not consider uncertainty
about payoffs, and his robustness notion does not involve almost-common belief.
23 In addition, his universal type space does not contain the universal type space for standard types of
Mertens and Zamir (1985), so that it is not possible to consider arbitrarily small deviations from standard
assumptions in his framework.
24 This ensures that types’ beliefs are well defined (i.e., have nonempty support).
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∗0

Thus, each type in Ti0 is associated with the “naive” type hi . Types in Tik , k < ∞, are
mapped into a belief over the types with a strictly lower index, and types in Ti∞ have
a belief over types with any index. As before, a type’s signal χi (ti ) ∈ Xi represents its
(payoff-irrelevant) private information. A standard (Harsanyi) type space is simply a
type space in which every type has index k = ∞. The Supplemental Appendix shows
that each type can be mapped into a belief hierarchy in the usual way, and that a type
with index k corresponds to a belief hierarchy of depth k.
We can define the set of rationalizable actions for a type in the same way as beTk
fore. The only difference is that the conjectures in the definition of the set Ri of krationalizable actions are now (measurable) functions from  × T−i into (A−i ). As we
show now, the set of (k-) rationalizable actions for a type depends only on its belief hierarchy, as in the standard case (Dekel et al. 2007, Lemma 1). To state the result, we need
some more definitions. In the Supplemental Appendix, we define a function hTi that
maps each type into its (full) belief hierarchy. We then have the following lemma.
Lemma 7. For any type ti ∈ Ti and every k = 1 2    ,
Tk



(ti ) = Rki hTi (ti ) 

T∞

 T

(ti ) = R∞
i hi (ti ) 

Ri
Hence,
Ri

Lemma 7 implies that studying the rationalizable actions of players within the context of the universal type space is without loss of generality.
Appendix B: The universal type space
Following Mertens and Zamir (1985), we use the set of all belief hierarchies to construct
the universal type space. The set of types for player i is the set Hi of belief hierarchies.
The next result implies that Hi is well defined.
Lemma 8. For every k = 1 2     ∞, the set Hik is nonempty and compact metric. Hence,
Hi is well defined and Polish.
The next result shows that each belief hierarchy specifies a belief about the full hierarchy of other players, not just about the individual levels of the hierarchy.
Lemma 9. (a) For each belief hierarchy hi = (xi  μ0i  μ1i    ) ∈ Hi∞ , there exists a unique
Borel probability measure μi (hi ) on  × H−i such that
marg
 −1 μi (hi ) = μi
i

for all = 1 2    .
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(b) For each k > 0 and every belief hierarchy hi = (xi  μ0i  μ1i      μki ) ∈ Hik , there exists
≤k−1
a unique Borel probability measure μi (hi ) on  × H−i
such that
marg
 −1 μi (hi ) = μi
i

for all = 1     k.
Thus, each belief hierarchy of player i can be associated with a belief over the set
 of states of nature, the signal spaces X−i , and over the other players’ belief hierarchies, in such a way that i’s belief over her th-order space of uncertainty coincides with
his th-order belief as specified by her hierarchy of beliefs. That is, the construction is
canonical.
Using Lemma 9, we can construct a function that assigns to each belief hierarchy hi
its signal (by projecting hi onto Xi ) and a belief about nature and other players’ hierarchies (as given by Lemma 9). The inverse of this function assigns to each signal–belief
pair (xi  μi ) ∈ Xi × ( × H−i ) the associated belief hierarchy (possibly finite). Proposition 9 shows that these functions are continuous. Thus, for every depth k, we have a
homeomorphism.
∞
Proposition 9. There is a homeomorphism ψ̃∞
i : Hi → Xi × ( × H−i ). Moreover, for
≤k−1
each k = 1 2    , there is a homeomorphism ψ̃ki : Hik → Xi × ( × H−i
).

We use this result to define the universal type space. Write ψki (hi ), k = 1 2    ,
≤k−1
∞
hi ∈ Hik , for the projection of ψ̃ki into ( × H−i
); likewise, ψ∞
i (hi ), hi ∈ Hi , is
∗0

0
0
the projection of ψ̃∞
i (hi ) into ( × H−i ). Define ψi : Hi → {hi } in the obvious
k
k
way, and view ψi (hi ), hi ∈ Hi , k < ∞, as a probability measure on ( × H−i ). Let
ψi : Hi → ( × H−i ) be the function that coincides with ψki on Hik . Thus, ψi is continuous. Finally, let χ∗i (xi  μ0i  μ1i    ) = xi . Then T ∗ := (Hi )i=12  (ψi )i=12  (χ∗i )i=12 
is a type space. This type space is universal in the sense that it generates all belief
hierarchies; see the Supplemental Appendix for a proof. A useful property is that the
universal type space is complete in the sense of Brandenburger (2003): for every belief
νi ∈ ( × H−i ), there is a type hi ∈ Hi with ψhi = νi .

Remark 2. Types with different depths of reasoning can look very similar, yet correspond to different beliefs. For example, consider a depth-k type hki and a depth-m type
hm
i for m < k that have the same beliefs about  and that both believe (i.e., assign probability 1 to the event) that the opponent has a given depth-(m − 1) type hm−1
−i . These
beliefs look very similar, yet they are different: the belief ψhk is a probability measure
i

H
of
types
of
depth
at
most
k
−
1, while the belief ψhm
is
defined on the set
≤k−1 −i
i

a probability measure defined on the set
≤m−1 H−i of types of depth at most m − 1.
While the distinction between such types can be conceptually important (cf. Heifetz
et al. 2013), our results do not depend on it in any way.
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Appendix C: Transfinite elimination process
We show that rationalizability satisfies a best-reply property: Any rationalizable action
for a type is a best response against the belief that the opponent plays a rationalizable
strategy, as in the standard case (Dekel et al. 2007, Proposition 4). We use this to show
that the set of rationalizable actions cannot be refined further if we perform more rounds
of elimination (Proposition 10 below).
Lemma 10. For every hi ∈ Hi and ai ∈ R∞
i (hi ), there is a measurable conjecture s−i :  ×
H−i → (A−i ) such that supp s−i (θ h−i ) ⊂ R∞
−i (h−i ) for all θ h−i , and
ai ∈ arg max max

ai ∈Ai

×H−i ×A−i



ui ai  a−i  θ s−i (θ h−i )(a−i ) dψhi 

Proof. Fix hi ∈ Hi and ai ∈ R∞
i (hi ). The result follows directly if hi has finite depth.
So suppose that hi has an infinite depth of reasoning. For every m, there exists
m−1
m :  × H
m
s−i
−i → (A−i ) such that supp s−i (θ h−i ) ⊂ R−i (h−i ) for all θ h−i , and

m
ai ∈ arg maxãi ui (ãi  s−i (θ h−i ) θ) dψhi . We need to show that there is s−i :  ×
H−i → (A−i ) such that supp s−i (θ h−i ) ⊂ R∞
−i (h−i ) for all θ h−i , and ai ∈

arg maxãi ui (ãi  s−i (θ h−i ) θ) dψhi . Since the set of functions from  × H−i to (A−i ) is
m } has a convergent subsequence {s mk } , and the
compact Hausdorff, the sequence {s−i
m
−i k
mk
(pointwise) limit s−i := limk→∞ s−i is unique. Moreover, s−i is measurable (Aliprantis
and Border 2006, Lemma 4.29). By construction, supp s−i (θ h−i ) ⊂ R∞
−i (h−i ) for all

mk
θ h . By the dominated convergence theorem, ui (ãi  s−i (θ h−i ) θ) dψhi converges to
 −i
m
ui (ãi  s−i (θ h−i ) θ) dψhi for ãi ∈ Ai . Hence, ai ∈ arg maxãi ui (ãi  s−ik (θ h−i ) θ) dψhi . 
We can use this to show that continuing the elimination process does not eliminate
any additional strategies. Following Lipman (1994), we define a rationalizability concept based on the transfinite elimination of strictly dominated strategies. This requires
working with ordinals. Recall that an ordinal α can be identified with the set {β : β < α}
of its predecessors; we identify the finite ordinals with the natural numbers 0 1 2    ,
so that the first infinite ordinal ω is equal to {0 1   } = N. The successor of an ordinal α
is the least ordinal greater than α. An ordinal is a successor ordinal if it is the successor
of some ordinal. An ordinal is a limit ordinal if it is not 0 or a successor ordinal.
γ
Let R0i = R0i . For α > 0, suppose Ri has been defined for all γ < α. If α is the successor of some ordinal β, then the definition of Rαi is similar to before:
⎧
⎪
⎨

⎫
⎪
there is a measurable s−i :  × H−i → (A−i ) s.t.
⎬
β
Rαi (hi ) := ai ∈ Ai : supp s−i (θ h−i ) ⊆ R−i (h−i ) for all h−i ∈ H−i  θ ∈ ; and


⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭


ai ∈ arg maxa ∈Ai ×H−i ×A−i ui (ai  a−i  θ)s−i (θ h−i )(a−i ) dψhi
i

If α is a limit ordinal, then define Rαi by
Rαi (hi ) :=


γ<α

γ

Ri (hi )
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∞
Then, for finite α, Rαi (hi ) = Rαi (hi ). Moreover, Rω
i (hi ) = Ri (hi ). As we iterate beyond ω,
the set of rationalizable actions may continue to shrink. It turns out, though, that performing transfinitely many rounds of elimination of strictly dominated strategies does
not eliminate any additional actions.

Proposition 10. For any ordinal α ≥ ω and any hi ∈ Hi , Rαi (hi ) = R∞
i (hi ).
(hi ) = R∞
Proof. By Lemma 10, Rω+1
i
i (hi ).



Appendix D: Proofs
D.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The result follows from a simple induction. For hi ∈ Hi0 , R0i (hi ) = R1i (hi ) = · · · = R∞
i (hi ).
∞ (h ). Then,
For m > 0, suppose that for n ≤ m − 1, hi ∈ Hin , Rni (hi ) = Rn+1
(h
)
=
·
·
·
=
R
i
i
i
i
m+1
∞ (h ), as ψ has support in H 0 ∪ · · · ∪
for any hi ∈ Him , Rm
(h
)
=
R
(h
)
=
·
·
·
=
R
i
i
i
h
i
i
i
i
−i
m−1
H−i
.

D.2 Proof of Lemma 2
The proof of Lemma 2 below is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 3
in Yildiz (2004). Lemma 3 of Yildiz (2004) extends Lemma 1 of Dekel et al. (2007) to the
case where  is compact metric (rather than finite, as in Dekel et al.). The only significant difference between Yildiz’s setting and ours is that the set Hi of belief hierarchies
of arbitrary depth satisfies weaker topological conditions than the set of standard belief hierarchies that Yildiz considers: the set Hi is Polish, while the set of standard belief
hierarchies is compact metric. We therefore adapt Yildiz’s proof so that it makes reference only to the set of finite-order belief hierarchies, which satisfy the same topological
conditions as in the standard case.
We define a version of m-rationalizability that is a function only of players’ mth-order
belief hierarchies, and then use it to prove the results for Rm
i (whose domain is the set Hi
m
of belief hierarchies). We need some more notation. For m = 0 1    , define Gm
i := Hi ∪
m−1
m
m
0
 to be the set of mth-order belief hierarchies. Also, define G̃ := H ∪ · · · ∪ H
∪ Gm
H
i
i
i .
i
i
m
m
m
m
0
For an mth-order belief hierarchy gi = (xi  μi      μi ), write νgm := μi for its induced
i

. For gi ∈ G̃m
mth-order belief. Note that νgmm is a belief on  × G̃m−1
i , define ngi = k if
i
i
k
m
 .
gi ∈ Hi and ngi = m if gi ∈ H
i
0
0
0
0

m−1 : Gm−1  Ai has been
For gi ∈ Gi , let Ri (gi ) := Ai . For m > 0, suppose that R
i
i
m
m
 : G  Ai by
defined and define the correspondence R
i
i
⎧
⎪
⎨

⎫
there is a measurable s−i :  × G̃m−1
→ (A−i ) s.t.
⎪
−i
⎬
 
ngi
m−1
m m



Ri gi := ai ∈ Ai : supp s−i (θ g−i ) ⊆ R−i (g−i ) for all g−i ∈ G̃−i , θ ∈ ; and
⎪
⎪
⎩
ai ∈ arg maxa ∈Ai ×G̃m−1 ×A ui (ai  a−i  θ)s−i (θ g−i )(a−i ) dνgmm  ⎭
i

−i

−i

i
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m is upper hemicontinuous.25 We then use this to prove that Rm is upper
We show that R
i
i
hemicontinuous for m ≤ ∞.
m is upper hemicontinuous and has nonempty values.
Lemma 11. The correspondence R
i
m is upper hemicontinProof. By Theorem 17.11 of Aliprantis and Border (2006), R
i
uous if and only if it has a closed graph, where the graph of a correspondence F :
0 ) = G0 × Ai . It folX  Y is Gr(F) = {(x y) ∈ X × Y : y ∈ F(x)}. By definition, Gr(R
i
i
0 is nonempty-valued and upper hemilows immediately that the correspondence R
i
n is upper hemicontinuous and nonemptycontinuous. For m > 0, suppose that R
i
m ) is closed. By the induction hypothesis,
valued for n ≤ m − 1. We claim that Gr(R
i

m−1
n ) ⊂  × G̃
 × n≤m−1 Gr(R
× A−i is closed and nonempty. Since  × G̃m−1
−i
−i × A−i
−i


n ). Hence, ( ×
n )) is compact.
is compact, so is  × n≤m−1 Gr(R
Gr(
R
n≤m−1
−i
−i
Moreover, since ui is continuous and bounded (being defined on a compact space),


n )) to R. Define
ui (· a−i  θ) dνim is a continuous function of νim ∈ ( × n≤m−1 Gr(R
−i

n
m

Mi : ( × n≤m−1 Gr(R−i ))  Ai by
 m
Mm
i νi := arg max
ãi ∈Ai

ui (ãi  a−i  θ) dνim 

m
By the Berge maximum theorem, Mm
Gr(Mm
i (νi ) is nonempty, and
i ) is closed and thus

n
m

n )). If ν m has
compact in ( × n≤m−1 Gr(R−i )) × Ai . Fix νi ∈ ( × n≤m−1 Gr(R
i
−i
m−1
m−1
0
support in  × (H−i ∪ · · · ∪ H−i )   × G̃−i , then there exist unique gim ∈ Him and
m such that the marginal of ν m on  and the other player’s (m − 1)th-order beg̃im ∈ H
i
i
lief hierarchy coincides with the mth-order belief induced by gim and g̃im . Otherwise
0 ∪ · · · ∪ H m−1 ∪ H
m−1 ) =  × G̃m−1 ), g̃m is the unique
(if νim has support in  × (H−i
i
−i
−i
−i
mth-order belief hierarchy in Gm
i such that the induced mth-order belief coincides with
m
m
m
the marginal of νim . Let ϕm
i and ϕ̃i be the functions that map (ai  νi ) into (ai  gi ) and
m
m
m
(ai  g̃i ), respectively (if the former exist). Then ϕi and ϕ̃i are continuous (on the apm ) = ϕi (Mm ) ∪ ϕ̃m (Mm ). Then Gr(R
m ) is
propriate domain and range spaces), and Gr(R
i
i
i
i
i
m is upper hemicontinuous (Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorems 17.23,
closed and R
i
m (gm ) is
17.24). It follows from standard extension theorems (e.g., Lubin 1974) that R
i
i
m
m
nonempty for any gi ∈ Gi .

m
m
We next relate Rm
i to Ri and show that Ri is upper hemicontinuous. Write projGm
i

for the projection function from the set Hi∞ ∪ k≥m Hik of belief hierarchies of depth at

k
m
∞
least m into Gm
(hi ). Then we can
k≥m Hi , define h̃i := projGm
i . For any hi ∈ Hi ∪
i
state the following lemma.

Lemma 12. For any hi ∈ Hi ,

Rm
i (hi ) =

 
m h̃m
R
i
i
 
k h̃k
R
i

i

if hi ∈ Hik for k ≥ m
if hi ∈ Hik for k < m.

25 Recall that a correspondence F : X  Y is upper hemicontinuous if and only if {x ∈ X : F(x) ⊂ U} for
every open subset of Y .
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The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7 and thus is omitted. It is now immediate that Rm
i
is nonempty and upper hemicontinuous. Fix Ai ⊂ Ai . Then




hi ∈ Hi : Rm
i (hi ) ⊂ Ai =



 

m h̃m ⊂ A
hi ∈ Hik : R
i
i
i

k=mm+1∞


 

m h̃k ⊂ A 
hi ∈ Hik : R
i
i
i

∪

k≤m−1

m (h̃k ) ⊂ A } is open (Aliprantis and Border 2006, TheoEach of the sets {hi ∈ Hik : R
i
i
i
 } is open and Rm is upper hemicontinuous.
rem 17.23). Hence, {hi ∈ Hi : Rm
(h
)
⊂
A
i
i
i
i
∞
It then follows that Ri is upper hemicontinuous (Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 17.25).

D.3 Proof of Lemma 3
Since ψi and the function that maps ψhi into its marginal on  are both continuous
(Proposition 1 and Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 15.14), it suffices to show that


the set A
By assumption, A
is nonempty. So it rei is nonempty and open in ().
i

A .
has
a
neighborhood
in
mains to show that every element of A
i
i
The first step is to dispose of the quantification in (i) and (ii) in Assumption RMult(A ). By Berge’s maximum theorem (Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 17.31),
for every action ai ∈ Ai for i and for every nonempty subset B−i ⊂ A−i of actions
for the opponent, the correspondence that maps θ ∈  to arg max{ui (ai  a−i  θ) : a−i ∈
B−i } is upper hemicontinuous. By the Kuratowski–Ryll–Nardzewski selection theorem
(Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 18.13), this correspondence admits a measurable selection. Thus, for every ai ∈ Ai and B−i ⊂ A−i , we can fix a measurable function
q−i (· | ai  B−i ) :  → B−i such that for all θ ∈ , ui (ai  q−i (θ | ai  B−i ) θ) ≥ ui (ai  a−i  θ)
for all a−i ∈ B−i . Hence, ui (ai  q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·) is Borel measurable. We can think of
q−i (· | ai  B−i ) as the “conjecture” about the opponent’s beliefs that gives the highest
payoff for ai for every state θ ∈  given that the opponent chooses an action in B−i . If
ai ∈ Ai , the relevant case is the one where the opponent chooses an action in A−i ; if
ai ∈
/ Ai , we want to allow the opponent to play any action a−i ∈ A−i (cf. Assumption RMult(A )).
We can now rewrite the conditions in Assumption R-Mult(A ) without quantifying

over measurable functions
s−i . Fix μi ∈ A
i . Then the following relationships hold:
(i) For all ai ∈ Ai ,
 
ai = arg max
ãi ∈Ai





 
ui ãi  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi 

(ii) For all ai ∈
/ Ai ,
ai ∈
/ arg max
ãi ∈Ai





 
ui ãi  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi 
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We can now bound the payoff differences. For ai ∈ Ai , define
ξa := min

ai =ai

i





 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi −






 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi 

so ξa > 0. For ai ∈
/ Ai , define
i

ζ

ai

:= min max 0
ai =ai







ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i





 θ dμi −





ui ai  q−i



θ | ai  A−i





 θ dμi




Again, ζa > 0. Note that since ui is a continuous function on a compact space, there is
i

c > 0 such that ui (ai  a−i  θ) ∈ [− 12 c 12 c] for all ai  a−i  θ.
The next step is to construct a neighborhood of μi . We cannot do so directly using
the integral of ui (· q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·) (for ai ∈ Ai and B−i ⊂ A−i ) because this function
may not be continuous if  is uncountably infinite. We can, however, approximate
it by a continuous function. By Lusin’s theorem (Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 12.8), for each η > 0, there is a compact subset Kη ⊂  such that μi (Kη ) > 1 − η
and for all ai  ai ∈ Ai , B−i ⊂ A−i , the restriction of ui (ai  q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·) to Kη , deη
noted ui (ai  q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·), is continuous. By Tietze’s extension theorem (Aliprantis
η
and Border 2006, Theorem 2.47), each function ui (ai  q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·) has a continuous
η
extension ũi (ai  q−i (· | ai  B−i ) ·) to .
We are now ready to define a neighborhood of μi in (). For ãi ∈ Ai , let δãi :=
ãi
ã
(δai )ai ∈Ai be such that δaii > 0 for all ai ∈ Ai , and let δ := (δãi )ãi ∈Ai . For ai ∈ Ai , define




Oi μi ; ai  η δ

:=


ai ∈Ai

−





νi ∈ (θ) : 




 
η
ũi ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi




 
a
η
ũi ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi  < δaii




Then Oi (μi ; ai  η δ) is open (Billingsley 1968, Appendix III). Moreover, it contains μi .
For ai ∈
/ Ai , define




Oi μi ; ai  η δ

:=


ai ∈Ai

−





νi ∈ () : 




 
η
ũi ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi





 
a
η
ũi ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dμi  < δaii 

Again, Oi (μi ; ai  η δ) is open and it contains μi . Define
Oi (μi ; η δ) :=


ai ∈Ai

Oi (μi ; ai  η δ)
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Then Oi (μi ; η δ) is open and it contains μi . We can then choose η̂ > 0 and δ̂ > 0 such
that if νi ∈ Oi (μi ; η̂ δ̂), then (i) for all ai ∈ Ai , ai = ai ,





 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi −
a
· η̂ − δ̂aii

≥ ξ a − c
i

a
− δ̂ai
i





 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi

> 0

and (ii) for all ai ∈
/ Ai , ai = ai ,





 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi −

≥ ζa − c
i

Then Oi (μi ; η̂ δ̂) ⊂

a
· η̂ − δ̂aii

A .
i

a
− δ̂ai
i





 
ui ai  q−i θ | ai  A−i  θ dνi

> 0

It follows that

A
i



is open.

D.4 Proof of Lemma 4
Let m = 0 1 2     ∞. Suppose that V−i ⊂ H−i is open and that for all h−i ∈ V−i ,

A
Rm
−i (h−i ) = A−i . Let hi ∈ Hi be a type with marg ψhi ∈ i and ψhi (V−i ) = 1. Then,
clearly, Rm+1
(hi ) = Ai : hi assigns probability 1 to types that can play precisely the aci

tions in A−i , and the actions that are a best response are precisely the actions in Ai . It
remains to show that hi has a neighborhood such that Rm+1
(hi ) = Ai for every type hi
i
in the neighborhood. It is convenient to define




Di ai  ai  a−i  θ := ui (ai  a−i  θ) − ui ai  a−i  θ
for ai  ai ∈ Ai , a−i ∈ A−i , and θ ∈ . The definition can be extended to mixed strategies
in the obvious way. Since the (m-) rationalizability correspondence is upper hemicontinuous (Lemma 2), it follows from the Kuratowski–Ryll–Nardzewski selection theorem
(Aliprantis and Border 2006, Theorem 18.13) that for each ai ∈ Ai , there is a (measurable)
a

conjecture s−ii :  × H−i → (A−i ) such that
a

supp s−ii (θ h−i ) ⊂ Rm−1
−i (h−i )

for all θ h−i 



a
Di ai  ai  s−ii (θ h) θ dψhi > 0


a
s−ii (θ h−i ) = q−i θ | ai  A−i

for all ai = ai 

m−1
,
for h−i ∈ V−i

/ Ai ,
where q−i (θ | ai  A−i ) was defined in the proof of Lemma 3. Likewise, for ai ∈
a

a

for every measurable conjecture s−ii :  × H−i → (A−i ) such that supp s−ii (θ h−i ) ⊂

Rm−1
−i (h−i ), there is ai = ai such that


a
Di ai  ai  s−ii (θ h) θ dψhi < 0
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For υ > 0, define


Oi (hi ; υ) := hi ∈ Hi : ψh (V−i ) > ψhi (V−i ) − υ 
i

This set is open (Billingsley 1968, Appendix III) and it contains hi . For η > 0 and δ =
ã
ã
(δaii )ai ãi ∈Ai with δaii > 0 for ai  ãi , define


Oi (hi ; η δ) := hi ∈ Hi : marg ψh ∈ Oi (marg ψhi ; η δ) 
i

where we have again used the notation from Lemma 3. Again, this set is open and contains hi . Consequently, the set
Oi (hi ; η δ υ) := Oi (hi ; υ) ∩ Oi (hi ; η δ)
is nonempty and open. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, if we choose
η̂ υ̂ δ̂ > 0 sufficiently close to 0, the actions in Ai are (strictly) m-rationalizable for the
types in Oi (hi ; η̂ δ̂ υ̂), and no other actions are m-rationalizable for these types (i.e.,



Rm

i (hi ) = Ai for hi ∈ Oi (hi ; η̂ δ̂ υ̂)). Let O(hi ) := Oi (hi ; η̂ δ̂ υ̂).
D.5 Proof of Lemma 5
By Lemma 3, the set Si1 := {hi ∈ Hi : R1i (hi ) = Ai } is nonempty and open. In particular,
the interior Ui1 := Si1 of Si1 is nonempty. It follows that Ai is robustly 1-rationalizable for
the types in Ui1 . Since T ∗ is complete (Appendix B), there is a type hi ∈ Ui1 that assigns
1 .
probability 1 to U−i
For m > 1, suppose that the set Sim−1 := {hi ∈ Hi : Rm−1
(hi ) = Ai } has a nonempty
i
m−1
m−1
m−1
open subset Ui
and that there is a type hi ∈ Ui
that assigns probability 1 to U−i
.

A
By construction, hi has a belief in the multiplicity set (i.e., hi ∈ i ). By Lemma 4, hi has a




neighborhood O(hi ) such that Rm
i (hi ) = Ai for hi ∈ O(hi ). Consequently, Ai is robustly
m-rationalizable for hi . Let Uim be the union of such neighborhoods O(hi ) (where hi
m−1
ranges over the types in Uim−1 that assign probability 1 to U−i
). So Uim is a nonempty

open subset of Sim := {hi ∈ Hi : R∞
i (hi ) = Ai }. Again, by completeness, there exist types
m
m
in Ui that assign probability 1 to U−i .

D.6 Proof of Proposition 4 (cont.)


Consider a type h0i ∈ Bi0 with beliefs in the multiplicity set A
i that assigns probability

m
∗
1 to m V−i . (Such a type exists since T is complete; see Appendix B.) By Lemma 4,
0




h0i has a neighborhood O(h0i ) such that R∞
i (hi ) = Ai for hi ∈ O(hi ). It follows that Ai is
n−1
n−1
robustly rationalizable for h0i . For n > 0, suppose that there is a type h−i ∈ B−i such
n−1
n−1
that A−i is robustly rationalizable for hn−1
−i . That is, h−i has a neighborhood O(h−i )
n−1
n
n

such that R∞
−i (h−i ) = A−i . Consider a type hi ∈ Bi that assigns probability 1 to O(h−i ).
Then, by Lemma 4, Ai is robustly rationalizable for hi .
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D.7 Proof of Lemma 6
We use the following auxiliary result.
Claim 1. There exist xε1  xε2     and xε1  xε2     such that for every k, 0 ≤ xεk <
and for every depth-k type hi in T ε with signal xi ∈ Xiε ,

1
2

< xεk ≤ 1

• not investing is the unique rationalizable action whenever xi < xεk ,
• investing is the unique rationalizable actions whenever xi > xεk ,
• both actions are rationalizable whenever xi ∈ [xεk  xεk ].
Moreover, for every k, xεk → 0 and xεk → 1 as ε → 0.
Proof. Consider a depth-1 type hi in T ε . Then NI is the unique rationalizable action
for hi if and only if its signal xi is less than 0, and I is its unique rationalizable action
if and only if xi > 1. Let xε1 := 0 and xε1 := 1. For k > 1, suppose the claim is true for
k − 1. If the game has complete information (i.e., ε = 0), then we can set xk = xk−1
and xk = xk−1 , and we are done. So suppose ε > 0. Consider a type in T ε with signal
xi ∈ [−1 + ε 2 − ε], and fix z ∈ [xi − ε xi ]. The posterior probability that the type assigns
to the opponent having signal x−i ≤ z is then
z+ε

ε

π (z; xi ) =

xi −ε

z
θ−ε


1
dx−i dθ
= 2 (z − xi + 2ε)2 
2ε 2ε 8ε

If the type has depth k, its expected payoff to I is at most





1 − π ε xεk−1 ; xi · xi + π ε xεk−1 ; xi · (xi − 1)
and it is at least






1 − π ε xεk−1 ; xi · xi + π ε xεk−1 ; xi · (xi − 1)

Consequently, not investing is the unique rationalizable action for the type if xi < xεk
and investing is the unique rationalizable action if xi > xεk , where xεk = xεk  xεk solves xεk =
π ε (xεk−1 ; xεk ), that is,


xεk

= 4ε

2

+ 2ε + xεk−1

1
− 4ε ε2 + xεk−1 + ε
2


The function f ε (z) = 4ε2 + 2ε + z − 4ε ε2 + 12 z + ε is increasing in z, with f ε (0) > 0 and
f ε (1) < 1. Finally, the equation f ε (z) = z has a unique solution at z = 12 . This proves the
first part of the claim.
We next show that the thresholds xεk and xεk converge to 0 and 1, respectively, as
ε → 0. To show this, note that limε→0 f ε (xε1 ) = 0 and limε→0 f ε (xε1 ) = 1. For k > 1, suppose, inductively, that limε→0 f ε (xεk−1 ) = 0 and limε→0 f ε (xεk−1 ) = 1. Then it follows directly that limε→0 f ε (xεk ) = 0 and limε→0 f ε (xεk ) = 1.
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By Claim 1, both actions are strictly rationalizable for a depth-k type in T ε whenever
its signal xi lies strictly between xεk and xεk . It remains to show that multiplicity is robust.
Consider a depth-1 type hi in T ε with xi ∈ (xε1  xε1 ). For δ > 0, define

1
Oi (xi  1; δ) := hi ∈ Hi : θ dψhi ∈ (xi − δ xi + δ) 
Then Oi (xi  1; δ) contains hi and is open in Hi (Billingsley 1968, Appendix III). If we
choose δ∗ > 0 sufficiently small, then both actions are strictly rationalizable for the types
in Oi (xi  1; δ∗ ). Define Oxi 1 := Oi (xi  1; δ∗ ). It follows that multiplicity is robust for hi .
For k > 1, the proof is a little more involved because depth-k types have nontrivial beliefs about the rationalizable strategies of the opponent. Fix a depth-k type hi in
T ε with signal xi ∈ (xεk  xεk ) and write pxi k for the probability that hi assigns to the opponent having a signal in (xεk−1  xεk−1 ). Since both actions are strictly rationalizable for
hi , we have pxi k > xi  1 − xi . Since ψhi is regular, for every η > 0, there is a compact
εk−1
subset Kη of the set of types in T−i
with signal x−i ∈ (xεk−1  xεk−1 ) such that ψhi (Kη ) >

pxi k − η. Since Kη is compact, it has a (finite) open cover Vxi kη := m=1 Oxm
, where
i k−1
ε  xε ). Therefore, ψ (V
xm
∈
(x
)
>
p
−
η.
For
ξ
δ
>
0,
define
hi xi kη
xi k
i
k−1 k−1


Oi (xi  k; η ξ δ) := hi ∈ Hi : ψh (Vxi kη ) > pxi k − η − ξ
i

∩

hi

∈ Hi :


θ dψh ∈ (xi − δ xi + δ) 
i

Then Oi (xi  k; ξ δ) clearly contains hi ; moreover, it is open (Billingsley 1968, Appendix III). By choosing η∗  ξ∗  δ∗ > 0 sufficiently close to 0, we can ensure that both
actions are strictly rationalizable for the types in Oi (xi  k; η∗  ξ∗  δ∗ ). Let Oxi k :=
Oi (xi  k; η∗  ξ∗  δ∗ ). Again, multiplicity is robust for any ε ∈ [0 12 ).

D.8 Proof of Proposition 5
Each type in T ε is characterized completely by its signal xi and its reasoning ability (i.e.,
its depth of reasoning and higher-order beliefs about players’ depth of reasoning). We
can quantify the latter by assigning a rank to each type. For n < ∞, the rank of a type
εn
hi ∈ Ti is just its depth n. The rank of the other types can be assigned using transfinite
ε∞
ordinals. Define the rank of a type hi in Ti
to be ω (where ω is the first countable
ordinal), and for n > 0, let the rank of a type in T ε∞+n be ω + n. Types with the same
rank have the same depth of reasoning and the same higher-order beliefs about depth
of reasoning.
By Lemma 6, for every finite α and any ε ∈ [0 12 ), there is xεα ∈ (0 12 ) and xεα ∈ ( 12  1)
such that for every type hi in T ε with rank α and signal xi ∈ (xεα  xεα ), both actions are
robustly rationalizable for hi .
Let α = ω and fix z ∈ ( 12  1). Then there is finite kz such that any type in T ε with rank
α assigns probability less than z to types with rank greater than kz . By construction, kz
does not depend on ε.
For ease of notation, write x := xεkz and x := xεkz . Fix x̃i ∈ (0 12 ) such that x̃i > 1 − z x
and hence x̃i < z x (as z x > 12 ). (Such a signal x̃i exists, since 1 − z x < 12 .)
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Then there is εx̃i > 0 such that if ε ≤ εx̃i , a type in T ε with rank α and signal yi ∈ [x̃i  12 ]
assigns probability 1 to the opponent having a signal in (x x). If the type conjectures
that the opponent invests whenever his rank is k ≤ kz and his signal is in (xεk  xεk ) ⊃
(x x), then the expected payoff to I is at least (1 − z) · yi + z · (yi − 1) > 0. Under the
conjecture that the opponent does not invest whenever his rank is k ≤ kz and his signal
is in (xεk  xεk ) ⊃ (x x), the expected payoff to I is less than z · 12 − (1 − z) · 12 = 0. Thus,
if ε < εxi , then both actions are strictly rationalizable for a type in T ε with rank α and
signal yi ∈ [x̃i  12 ]. Likewise, for x̃i ∈ ( 12  1), there is εx̃ > 0 such that both actions are
i

strictly rationalizable for a type in T ε with rank α and signal yi ∈ [ 12  x̃i ]. Define xα := x̃i ,
xα := x̃i , and ε̃ := min{εx̃i  εx̃ }.
i

For n > 0, suppose that for γ = ω ω + 1     ω + n − 1, there exist εγ > 0, xεγ < 12 ,
and xεγ > 12 such that for any rank-γ type in T ε , both actions are strictly rationalizable
whenever its signal lies strictly between xεγ and xεγ , and ε < εγ . Fix x̃i ∈ (xεω+n−1  12 ).
Then there is εx̃i > 0 such that if ε < εx̃i , a type in T ε assigns probability 1 to the
opponent having a type in (xεω+n−1  xεω+n−1 ). Hence, if ε < min{εω      ωω+n−1  εx̃i },
both actions are strictly rationalizable for a rank-(ω + n) type in T ε with signal x̃i .
By a similar argument, for a fixed x̃i ∈ ( 12  xεω+n−1 ), we can find εx̃ > 0 such that
i
both actions are strictly rationalizable for any rank-(ω + n) type in T ε with signal
x̃i whenever ε < min{εω      ωω+n−1  εx̃ }. Define xεα := x̃i , xεα := x̃i , and εω+n :=
i
min{εω      ωω+n−1  εx̃i  εx̃ }.
i

Accordingly, for every infinite rank α, there exist εα > 0 and bounds xεα < 12 and
ε
xα > 12 such that both actions are strictly rationalizable for a rank-α type in T ε with a
signal strictly between these bounds whenever ε < εα . We next show that this multiplicity is robust. Recall that by Lemma 6, for every finite rank γ, there exist xεγ ∈ (0 12 ) and
xεγ ∈ ( 12  1) such that every rank-γ type in T ε with signal xi ∈ (xεγ  xεγ ) has a neighborhood
Oxi γ such that both actions are rationalizable for the types in Oxi γ .
Suppose ε < εω , and fix a type hi in T ε with rank ω and signal xi ∈ (xεω  xεω ). By
construction, hi assigns probability 1 to the opponent having a signal in (xεkz  xεkz ) and
probability less than z to types with rank greater than kz . Since ψhi is a regular probability measure, for every η > 0, there is a compact subset Kη of types that have rank at most
kz and whose signal is in (xεkz  xεkz ) such that ψhi (Kη ) > 1 − z − η. Moreover, Kη has a

m ≤ k and xm ∈ (xε  xε ). Then,
m , where γ
(finite) open cover Vxi ωη := m=1 Oxm
z
γm
γm
i
i γ
by a similar argument as before, we can construct a neighborhood Oxi ω of hi such that
both actions are strictly rationalizable across all types in the neighborhood. The proof
for α = ω + 1 ω + 2    is now straightforward and thus is omitted.

D.9 Proof of Proposition 6
 T ) conLet Ĥi be the set of types from finite models.26 Fix a finite model M = (
∗
sistent with common belief in an infinite depth, and let hi ∈ Ti be a type with multi∗
ple rationalizable actions. That is, R∞
i (hi ) ⊃ {a b} for two distinct actions a b ∈ Ai .
26 That is,

  T  ) such that hi ∈ T  .
hi ∈ Ĥi if and only if there is a finite model M  = (
i
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Fix η > 0 and κ < ∞. By Corollary 2 of Weinstein and Yildiz (2007), every (η κ)-ball
Oηκ (h∗i ) of h∗i has a nonempty intersection with the sets Uia := {hi ∈ Ĥi : R∞
i (hi ) = {a}}
(h
)
=
{b}}
of
types
for
whom
a
and
b,
respectively,
are
the unique
and Uib := {hi ∈ Ĥi : R∞
i
i
a
a
b
b
a
∗
∗
∞
rationalizable action. Let hi ∈ Ui ∩ Oε (hi ) and hi ∈ Ui ∩ Oε (hi ), so Ri (hi ) = {a} and
b
R∞
i (hi ) = {b}.
e  T̃ e ) be
Define the model (M e  τe ), e = a b, as follows. For e = a b, let M̃ e = (
a finite model that contains hei . (Such a model exists, since hei ∈ Ĥi .) Then let M e =
∪
e  T e ), where T e := Ti ∪ T̃ e for i = 1 2. Define τe : T → T e by τe (h∗ ) := he and
(
i
i
i
i
i
define τje (hj ) = hj for hj = h∗i . Then (M a  τa ) and (M b  τb ) are (η κ) perturbations of M.
If an equilibrium σ is (η κ)-robust, then there is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ a
for M a and a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ b for M b such that
 
  
 
  
 
σia hai = σia τia h∗i = σi h∗i = σib τib h∗i = σib hbi 
But, as equilibrium refines rationalizability, σia (hai ) = a and σib (hbi ). So σ is not (η κ)robust. Since a similar argument holds for any Bayesian–Nash equilibrium and η > 0,
κ < ∞, there is no robust equilibrium for M.

D.10 Proof of Proposition 7
As noted in the main text, we take Xi to be a singleton here. It should be clear how to
extend the result to the general case.


We construct a set of models, one model M A with beliefs in the multiplicity set A
and one model M a for each action profile a (possibly empty). We then use these models to define a larger model M. Considering the models M a is not necessary to prove
the result. However, it is instructive to compare the robustness proof for the types with

multiplicity (in M A ) with the proof for the types with a dominant action (in M a ).



Step 1. Defining the model M A . Fix kA <∞ = 0 1    and kA ∞ = 1 2    . Let



A 0
A m
:= Hi0 and, for m = 1     kA <∞ , let Ti
be a finite set of depth-m types with
Ti
A m−1





A k<∞ +m

belief in A
. For m = 1     kA ∞ , let Ti
i that assign probability 1 to T−i

be a finite set of infinite-depth types with belief in A
i that assign probability 1 to
kA <∞ +m−1 A 
T−i .
=1
 A <∞ A∞ A 


A  T A ) is a finite model. Every type
Let TiA := k=0 +k
Ti . Then M A := (

A m
A 
in Ti
assigns probability 1 to types in
<m T−i . Say that the type rank of a type
A m



ti ∈ Ti
is m. By construction, each type in M A has a unique type rank. The model

A
M has level-k beliefs; however, this is immaterial for our results.
Step 2. Defining the model M a for a ∈ A. Fix an action profile a ∈ A. If there is a player
a =
i for whom there is no state at which ai is strictly dominant, then we define T a = ∅, 
∅. (Of course, this is ruled out if Assumption R-Dom is satisfied.) Otherwise, for i = 1 2,
let θai be a state for which ai is strictly dominant for i. Fix ka<∞ = 0 1    and ka∞ =
a0
am
am
= {ti } be the depth-m type
1 2    . Let Ti := Hi0 and, for m = 1     ka<∞ , let Ti
am−1

ak<∞ +m

. For m = 1     ka∞ , let Ti
be a
 a<∞
a
finite set of infinite-depth types that assign probability 1 to θai and to k=1 +m−1 T−i .

that assigns probability 1 to θai and to T−i
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 a<∞ a∞ a
a  T a ) is a finite model. Again, each type in
Let Tia := k=0 +k Ti . Then M a := (
a
M has a unique type rank.
a and Ti := T A ∪  T a . Then
 := 
 A ∪  
Step 3. Defining the model M. Let 
a
a i
i
 T ) is a finite (nonempty) model.
M := (

Step 4. Robustness for M A . We next show that every strict Bayesian–Nash equilib

rium of M A is robust. That is, let σ be a strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium of M A . Then
we claim that there is η > 0 and κ < ∞ such that for every (η κ) perturbation (M   τ) of

  T  ), there is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium σ  for M  that coincides
M A , where M  = (

with σ on τ(T A ).

To show this, let σ be a strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for M A . Since σ is a strict


Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for M A , there is z > 0 such that for every i = 1 2, ti ∈ TiA ,
and ai = σi (ti ),
A
×T−i



ui σi (ti ) σ−i (t−i ) θ dψti −

A
×T−i



ui σi (ti ) σ−i (t−i ) θ dψti ≥ z

Also note that since ui is a continuous function defined on a compact space, there is
c > 0 such that ui (ai  a−i  θ) ∈ [− 12 c 12 c] for all i, ai , a−i , and θ.


Let κ = kA <∞ + kA ∞ + 1. Fix η ∈ (0 1) such that the (η κ) balls of the types in


M A are disjoint (i.e., if ti and ti are distinct types in TiA , then Oηκ (ti ) ∩ Oηκ (ti ) = ∅).

(Such an η exists since M A is finite.) Since η < 1, if ti has a finite depth, then any type
in Oηκ (ti ) has the same depth as ti (and thus the same type rank).
  T  ), be an (η κ) perturbation of M A . We define auxiliary
Let (M   τ), with M  = (

profiles σ  and σ  . Let Ti be the set of types ti ∈ Ti such that there is ti ∈ TiA such
that ti = τi (ti ), ti = ti , or ti ∈ Oηκ (ti ). (Note that these possibilities are not mutually
exclusive.) Define the strategy profile σ  for the types in T  as follows. For every ti ∈ Ti


such that ti = τi (ti ) for some ti ∈ TiA , let σi (ti ) = σi (ti ). Otherwise, if ti ∈ Ti ∩ TiA , let

σi (ti ) = σi (ti ). Otherwise, if ti ∈ Oηκ (ti ) for some ti ∈ TiA , then let σi (ti ) = σi (ti ). (By
our choice of η, there is a unique such type ti .)
Let Ti := Ti \ Ti and, for i = 1 2 and ti ∈ Ti , let σi (ti ) be a best response to the
 if his type is in T  and according to σ 
belief that the opponent plays according to σ−i
i
−i
otherwise. (Such a σ  exists by standard equilibrium existence arguments.)
Then define the strategy profile σ  as follows: let σi (ti ) = σi (ti ) if ti ∈ Ti and let
σi (ti ) = σi (ti ) otherwise. That is, σi (ti ) is derived from σi if ti is close to a type in Ti
 otherwise. Moreover, since M A is a model and σ is a
and is a best response to σ−i

(strict) Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for M A , the types in T ∩ T  also play a best response
under σ  . (This follows from a standard “pullback” property; see Friedenberg and Meier
2017.) This means that to check whether σ  is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for M  , we
need only to check the types in T  \ T . These are precisely the types in T  that are in the


(η κ)-neighborhoods of the types in T A but not in T A itself.


Consider a type ti ∈ Ti \ TiA of type-rank 1. Then there is ti ∈ TiA with σi (ti ) =
A 0

A 0

 (t ) =
σi (ti ). Moreover, ti assigns probability 1 to τ(T−i ) = T−i . By construction, σ−i
−i
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A 0

σ−i (t−i ) for t−i ∈ T−i . Also, ti ’s belief about  is η-close to ti ’s belief about . Consequently, for every ai ∈ Ai ,





   




ui ai  σ−i t−i  θ dψt  −
ui ai  σ−i (t−i ) θ dψti  < ηc

 ×T 

−i

i

A ×T A

−i

Hence, for every ai ∈ Ai ,
 ×T 

−i

       
ui σi ti  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  −
i


   

ui ai  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  ≥ z − 2ηc

 ×T 

−i

i





Next consider a type ti ∈ Ti \ TiA of type-rank m = 2     kA <∞ . As before, there is

ti ∈ TiA with σi (ti ) = σi (ti ). Fix ai ∈ Ai . Since
 ×T 

−i

=


   

ui ai  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt 

 ×T 

−i

i


    

ui ai  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  +
i

 ×T 

−i


    

ui ai  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  
i

 ∈ T  , there is t ∈ T with t  ∈ O


and because for every type t−i
ηκ (t−i ) and σ−i (t−i ) =
−i
−i
−i
−i
σ−i (t−i ), we have





   




 < (1 − η) · ηc + ηc

a
ui ai  σ−i t−i  θ dψt −
u

σ
(t
)
θ
dψ
t
i
i
−i
−i
i



 ×T 

−i

A ×T A

−i

i

Hence, for every ai ∈ Ai ,
 ×T 

−i

       
t−i  θ dψt  −
ui σi ti  σ−i
i

 ×T 

−i


   

t−i  θ dψt  ≥ z − 2ηc · (2 − η)
ui ai  σ−i
i



We next consider the (η κ) perturbations of the infinite-depth types in M A , that is,



the types ti ∈ Ti \ TiA such that there is ti ∈ Ti with type-rank m = kA <∞ + 1     kA ∞ .

Suppose ti is an (η κ) perturbation of a type ti ∈ Ti with type-rank kA <∞ + 1. The critical observation is that while the depth of reasoning of ti can be arbitrarily high (in fact,

its depth could be infinite), its belief ψt  is largely determined by its (kA <∞ + 1)th-order
i



belief: since ti assigns probability 1 at order kA <∞ + 1 to the opponent having a type
 A <∞ A 

in k=1 T−i and ti is in the (η κ) neighborhood of ti (for κ ≥ kA <∞ + 1), ti assigns
 A <∞ A 

probability 1 − η at order kA <∞ + 1 to the (η κ) neighborhood of k=1 T−i . So

mass 1 − η of ψt  is determined at order kA <∞ . A similar argument applies for infinitei







depth types with type-rank m > kA <∞ + 1 (given that κ = kA <∞ + kA ∞ + 1).
Hence, the argument for the infinite-depth case is the same as for the finite-depth



case: for every m = kA <∞ + 1     kA ∞ , every type in ti ∈ Ti \ TiA that is an (η κ)

perturbation of a type in TiA with type-rank m, and for every ai ∈ Ai .
 ×T 

−i

       
ui σi ti  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  −
i

 ×T 

−i


   

ui ai  σ−i
t−i  θ dψt  ≥ z − 2ηc · (2 − η)
i
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To summarize, if η > 0 is sufficiently small so that z > 2ηc · (2 − η) and the (η κ)
balls around the types in M are disjoint, then σ  is a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium. This
conclusion does not depend on the particular (η κ) perturbation that we considered:
for any η > 0 such that z > 2ηc · (2 − η) and the (η κ) balls around the types in M are
disjoint, any (η κ) perturbation has a Bayesian–Nash equilibrium that coincides with σ

on the image of M A . Accordingly, if z > 2ηc · (2 − η), then σ is (η κ)-robust.
Step 4. Robustness for M a , a ∈ A. For any nonempty model M a , every strict Bayesian–
Nash equilibrium of M a is robust. While this can be shown using an argument similar
to the one in Step 3, there is a much easier and much more direct proof: every type in
M a has a strictly dominant action, so any type whose beliefs about  are η-close to one
of the types in M a has a unique rationalizable action for η > 0 sufficiently small (under
the usual weak topology on ()). In this case, the beliefs of types about the opponent’s
action, or their beliefs about their opponent’s belief about their opponent’s actions, and
so on, are all immaterial.
Step 5. Robustness for M. The proof that any strict Bayesian–Nash equilibrium for
M is robust is essentially a combination of Steps 3 and 4, and is thus omitted. (It does
not immediately follow from the proofs in Steps 3 and 4 in isolation, however. This is

because even though M A and M a are disjoint, some of their perturbations may not
be (even if η is small and κ is large): indeed, as perturbed models relax the commonknowledge restrictions embodied in the original model, they tend to be large.)



The model M is consistent with (kA ∞ − 1)th-order belief in an infinite depth.

Hence, by choosing kA ∞ appropriately, we obtain a model that is consistent with mthorder belief in an infinite depth for arbitrary depth.

It is easy to extend the construction: the result would also hold if we had added

types to M that assign positive probability to M A and to M a , a ∈ A (assuming the latter
is nonempty for some a), as long as incentives remain strict and the equilibrium actions
of types with multiplicity are pinned down by the equilibrium actions of types with a
lower level of sophistication (as given by their type-rank).
D.11 Proof of Proposition 8
 := {θ∗  θã  θb̃ }, where θ∗ is a state at which the complete-information game has
Take 
two strict Nash equilibria, and θã and θb̃ are states at which ã and b̃ are strictly dominant
for both players. (Such states exist by the definition of global games and the assumption
of symmetry.)
 T ) as in the proof of Proposition 7, except that the types
Define the model M = (
A m
assign probability 1 to θ∗ and that we take Ta = ∅ if a = (ã ã) (b̃ b̃). Then M is
in Ti
a finite model with complete information.
Define the strategy profile σ ã as follows. For any type hi in M (ãã) (where ã is strictly

dominant) or in M A (where the complete-information game has two strict Nash equilibria), define σiã (hi ) = ã. For any type hi in M (b̃b̃) (where b̃ is strictly dominant), define
σiã (hi ) = b̃.
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Define σ b̃ analogously: for any type hi in M (b̃b̃) (where b̃ is strictly dominant) or

in M A (where the complete-information game has two strict Nash equilibria), define
σib̃ (hi ) = b̃. For any type hi in M (ãã) (where ã is strictly dominant), define σib̃ (hi ) = ã.
It is easy to check that σ ã and σ b̃ are strict Bayesian–Nash equilibria. As such, they
are robust (Proposition 7). In particular, the predictions remain valid if we introduce a
small amount of information about payoffs.

D.12 Proof of Lemma 7
T0

Tn

Clearly, Ri (ti ) = R0i (hTi (ti )). For m > 0, suppose that for all n ≤ m − 1, Ri = Rni ◦ hTi .
T
As in the proof of Lemma 12, if ai ∈ Rm
i (hi (ti )), then there is a measurable conjecture
s−i :  × H−i → (A−i ) such that ai is a best response for hTi (ti ) under the conjecture
s−i . Then s−i ◦ hT−i is a measurable conjecture such that ai is a best response for ti under
Tm

Tm

the conjecture, so ai ∈ Ri (ti ). Conversely, suppose ai ∈ Ri (ti ). Then there is a belief
Tm−1
μti ∈ ( × Gr(R−i
)) so that ai is a best response to μti . The belief μti defines a belief
m−1
μhi ∈ ( × Gr(R−i )) in the obvious way. Then, by the Kuratowski–Ryll–Nardzweski
selection theorem, there is a measurable conjecture s−i :  × H−i → (A−i ) such that
T
ai is a best response against s−i for hTi (ti ), so ai ∈ Rm
i (hi (ti )). It is now immediate that
T∞
T
Ri (ti ) = R∞

i (hi (ti )).
D.13 Proof of Lemma 8
The proof follows from a number of lemmas.
 k , k , H
k , and H k are compact metric.
Lemma 13. For i = 1 2 and k ∈ N, 
i
i
i
i
0 ,
0 and H 0 are compact metric, so that 
Proof. The proof is by induction. Clearly, H
i
i
i
 , ,H
1 , and H 1 are also compact metric. Suppose 
 +1 , and H +1 are compact
i0 , H
i
i
i
i
i
i
k and k are compact metric. It remains
metric for each i = 1 2 and ≤ k − 1. Then 
i
i
k ) and (k ) are compact
k+1 and H k+1 are compact metric. As (
to show that H
i
i
i
i
k ) and
k × (
k+1 and H k+1 are a closed subset of H
metric, we need to show that H
i
i
i
i
k+1
k+1
k
k
 × ( ), respectively. We prove the claim for H
 ; the proof for H
H
is similar. Let
i
i
i
i
k ) and suppose there is a sequence (hn )n∈N in H
k × (
k+1 ,
)∈H
hi = (xi  μ0i      μk+1
i
i
i
i
i
0n

2n

k+1n

where hni = (xni  μi  μi      μi
k . If we show that
hi ∈ H
i

), such that hni → hi . It is sufficient to show that
k+1n

marg
k−1 μi
i

k+1
→ marg
k−1 μi

(D.1)

→ μki 

(D.2)

i

and
kn

μi

k+1 for all n, it follows that
the proof is complete: Because hni ∈ H
i
k+1
= μki 
marg
k−1 μi
i
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k ) is endowed with the product topology,
k+1 . But using that H
k × (
so that hi ∈ H
i
i
i

(D.1) and (D.2) follow immediately from the assumption that hni → hi .
k , there exists μk+1 ∈
Lemma 14 (Heifetz 1993, Theorem 6). For any (xi  μ0i      μki ) ∈ H
i
i
k ) such that (xi  μ0      μk  μk+1 ) ∈ H
k+1 .
(
i
i
i
i
i
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6 of Heifetz (1993) and thus is omitted.
k is nonempty. Also, the proWe are now ready to prove Lemma 8. By Lemma 14, H
i
k−1
k


is surjective. By standard arguments, the inverse
jection function from Hi into Hi
limit space Hi∞ is nonempty. Since Hi∞ is a closed subset of the compact metric space

k
0 × ∞
H
k=0 (i ), it is compact metric. Finally, Hi is Polish since it is the disjoint union
i
of a countable family of compact metric (and thus Polish) spaces.

D.14 Proof of Lemma 9
∞ is a nonempty Polish
We first prove the first claim. By Lemma 8, the space  × H−i
space for every player i. By a version of the Kolmogorov consistency theorem, for each
0
1
∞
belief hierarchy h∞
i = (xi  μi  μi    ) ∈ Hi of infinite depth, there exists a unique Borel
∞
probability measure μi on  × H−i such that
k+1
∞
marg
k μi = μi
i

for all k, i.e., the mapping is canonical. The last claim follows immediately by associating
k .
 μki ) ∈ H

the belief μki to the finite hierarchy hki = (xi  μ0i      μk−1
i
i
D.15 Proof of Proposition 9
First consider the infinite-depth hierarchies. Lemma 9 shows that each infinite belief
0
1
∞
hierarchy h∞
i = (xi  μi  μi    ) ∈ Hi corresponds to a unique Borel probability measure on  × H−i , and the mapping is canonical. Moreover, the signal xi associated
∞
∞
with h∞
i is obtained by projecting hi onto Xi . Denote the function that maps Hi
∞
into Xi × ( × H−i ) in this way by ψ̃∞
i . Conversely, let ri : Xi × ( × H−i ) →
∞
Hi be the mapping that assigns to each (xi  μi ) ∈ Xi × ( × H−i ) the hierarchy

∞
k
(xi  marg μi  marg
1 μi    ) ∈ Xi × () ×
0 μi  marg
k≥0 (i ). The function ri is
i

i

∞
∞
∞
the inverse of ψ̃∞
i ; it remains to show that ψ̃i and ri are continuous. The function ψ̃i
n
∞
is continuous if and only if hni → hi in Hi∞ implies ψ∞
i (hi ) → ψi (hi ) in Xi × ( × H−i ).
This follows from the continuity of the projection function and the fact that the cylinders form a convergence-determining class in  × H−i , with the value of ψ̃∞
i (hi ) for
k
0
1
hi = (xi  μi  μi    ) on the cylinders being given by the μi s. Finally, it follows from the
continuity of the identity function and the marginal operator that ri∞ is continuous.
For the case of finite-depth hierarchies, simply set ψki (hki ) := (xi  μki ) for each hki =
k . Continuity of the mapping ψk is immediate.
 μki ) ∈ H

(xi  μ0i      μk−1
i
i
i
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